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Sports

Two in a row

1

Racers down Evansville
83-72 in Racer Arena

:Double trouble

Rainy days"

Lady Tigers, Lady Lakers
pick up victories
•

See page 8

Recalling memories of the
Paducah `Superflood' of '37

See page 9

See page 3
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Murraye

Serving Murray arrcl Calloway County since 1879

News in Brief
Home computer course slated
for university .during the spring..
A course for persons interested in learning the capabilities of computers for personal, business or educational use will be offered during
the 1987 spring semester at Murray State University.
Introduction to Computer Based Systems, CIS 143, is scheduled
from 6-9 p.m. Tuesdays at Murray State beginning Jan. 20. Dr.
Marlene Campbell, assistant professor in the Department of Computer Studies, will serve as the instructor.
The class will feature lectures, videos and computer demonstrations as well as time in the microcomputer laboratory. Topics will include database system, spreadsheet, word processor and fundamental programming assignments using BASIC language.
CIS 143 is arequired course for most students seeking a major in
the College of Business and Public Affairs and is a foundation course
in the MBA degree program.
Persons interested in enrolling in the night class should do so by 6
p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 20, the date of the first class meeting. Additional
Information may be obtained by calling the Department of Computer
Studies, (502) 762-2094.

West legislators up for new appointments
State legislators begin the
General Assembly's organizational session today and three
western Kentucky lawmakers are
expected to be appointed committee chairmen.
Sen. Helen Garrett, Paducah, is
also expected to be re-elected
Senate majority party whip, a
position she has held since 1982.
Sen. Greg Higdon, Fancy Farm,
is in line for the chair of the
Agriculture and Natural

President in
good spirits
following his
latest surgery

Elsewhere...
By the'
,
usearlates1 Preloo

WASHINGTON — With the ink barely dry on President Reagan's
$1.024 trillion fiscal 1988 budget, it already is being dismissed as unworkable by congressional Democratic leaders as the White House
struggles to save the spending plan from an early burial.
WASHINGTON — Members of Congress, who got a 3 percent annual pay raise of $2,300 on Sunday, would get an additional $12,100
next month under President Reagan's proposed salary adjustments
for top government officials.
WASHINGTON ,— The Pentagon is asking Congress to authorize
the purchase of 10 light airplanes that could operate from short,
unimproved air strips, apparently with an eye toward basing them in
Central America.
WASHINGTON — The Pentagon says it will pursue an investigation today into an unprovoked missile attack on a Navy helicopter
that was flying a routine surveillance mission in the Persian Gulf.
The missile "passed within about 500 yards" of the helicopter, which
immediately returned to its ship, the destroyer O'Baruion, the Pentagon added.
CHASE, Md. — Conrail diesel engines ran a red light, causing Amtrak's worst disaster ever, authorities said as rescue workers
reported they had recovered all of the victims of the passenger train
derailment that killed 15 people.
WASHINGTON — The Democratic-controlled Senate and House
are preparing to launch full-scale investigations of the diversion of
Iranian arms-sale profits to Nicaraguan Contra rebels as
Republicans seek to narrow both the scope and duration of the probes.
WASHINGTON — The Pentagon says it will pursue an investigation today into an unprovoked missile attack on a Navy helicopter
that was flying a routine surveillance mission in the Persian Gulf.

Population changes from 1980 to 1986
Estimated percent change

+ 1.8% to +4.1%
1 — 2.2% to +1.7%
+4.3% to +9.2%. IN +10.1%f° +32.5%
VT.

—Today's Index
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Subscribers who hove not
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President Reagan
In fine spirits

The chairmanship of the House
Labor and Industry Committee is
expected to be returned to Rep.
J.R. Gray, Benton, according to
House Speaker Don Blandford of
Daviess County.
Gray was chairman in 1980 and
1981 but was stripped of the position in 1982 by leadership directed
by former 'House speaker Bobby
Richardson. Some saw Gray as being unkind of western Kentucky
legislative interests.

Gray will replace Rep. Al Bennett, Louisville, who was defeated
for re-election.
"I wanted to put J.R. back in
last year, but I couldn't justify
removing Al Bennett," said
Blandford.
The chairmanship of the Banking and Insurance Committee is
open because Sen. Frank Miller of
Bowling Green was defeated for
((bard on page 2)

Sun in the shades

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan, said to be in "fine
spirits" following prostate
surgery that revealed no apparent
signs of cancer, faces another test
for the spread of malignancy on
the third day of his hospital stay.
The 75-year-old president was
scheduled today to havc a computerized, three-dimensional Xray of his internal organs to check
for the possible recurrence of
cancer, presidential spokesman
Larry Speakes said.
(Cont'd on page )

TVA launches PR blitz
to avoid budget cuts
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Cutting the Tennessee Valley
Authority's federal appropriation
would hurt programs aimed at
helping farmers and communities
hit with economic setbacks like
plant closings, a TVA budget planner says.
TVA officials began their
defense Monday against a recommended $28 million slash to the
federal utility's non-power programs, which in fiscal 1987 received $100 million from Congress.
The cuts recommended by
President Reagan's budget staff
would make TVA little more than
a utility company and make it
almost impossible for the agency
to meet the regional development
goals set forth in its 1933 charer,
said Larry Edwards, TVA's
manager of planning and budget.
We won't be able to do some of
the things the TVA Act says we're
supposed to do," said Edwards.

"TVA 'is not just a utility. But
these kinds of cuts would force it
into a utility function."
Reagan's budget recommends
$72.7 million for TVA to operate its
economic development,
agricultural research and other
programs outside the power division, which is funded entirely by
constimers.
That proposed budget is down
from the $100 million TVA received in fiscal 1987 and 1986. During
1980, President Reagan's first
year in office, TVA received $162
million for non-power programs.
The cuts would cost about 400
TVA workers their jobs but could
have a much more devastating
impact as the effect of the layoffs
ripple through the seven-state
Tennessee Valley, Edwards said.
The cuts would:
— Eliminate TVA's economic
(Cont'd on page 2)

Sunlight reflects from the glasses of Murray State Special Education
Department employee Cherie Richardson as she prepares to hit a
serve to Linda McCoy,an MS1 adult education student, during a tennis match Monday afternoon at the University Courts. Today 's
forecast is also favorable for outdoor activities with highs expected to
be near 60 degrees.
Stsff Abbe by David Thai

Mayor: lawmakers'response to area good
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Resources Committee. Since
becomink a senator in 1982,
Higdon has served as vice chairman. The incumbent chairman,
Sen. Ken Gibson, Madisonville,
did not seek re-election last year.
Currently, Higdon is serving as
chairman of the Capital Construction Oversight Committee and
would relinquish that position
should he be appointed chair of the
Agriculture and Natural
Resources committee.
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Forecast
Tonight: Partly cloudy. Low
near 40. Southwest wind 5 to 15
mph.
Wednesday: Mostly cloudy
and turning colder with a 20
percent chance of showers
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Thursday through Saturday
calls for fair skies each day and
colder temperatures.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354 7
Barkley Lake
354 5

PADUCAH, Ky. AP
—
Western Kentucky political
leaders touted the establishment
of regional landfills as a way to
help lure business to the area during a weekend visit by legislators
from across the state
The landfills, which could assist
development efforts by providing
cheap access to waste disposal,
could be successful if they were
funded by the kite, said Paducah

Mayor Joseph Viterisi
The mayor also suggested Monday that one of the landfills could
be located in the eight-county area
around Paducah.
"We'd also like to see industrial
development offices in different
parts of the state," he said. At
least then we'd know that location
was working to get industry out
here."
Guests at the weekend meeting,

which was designed to acquaint
state lawmakers with regional
concerns, included Speaker of the
House Don Blandford of Philpot.
"They liked Paducah and I
guess we'll have them back,"
Viterisi said of the lawmakers,
estimating that about 50 showed
up for the meeting.
The Western Kentucky Caucus
introduced the legislators to local
business leaders, whose organiza-

tions paid •$1,000 each to host the
event.
The meeting, organized by state
Sen. Helen Garrett, D-Paducah,
wasialesigned to sell the region's
business attractions as well as
gain friends in the coming
legislative session
It seems that the most
economic development is taking
(Cont'd on page 2)

Republicans scramble for Forgy's vacancy
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
decision by Larry Forgy to take
himself out of the running for
governor this year has left fellow
Republicans scrambling to find a
replacement.
But several potential candidates
have already taken themselves
out of-the race and others are eying It with more than a little
trepidation.
Former U.S. Rep. Gene Snyder.
who retired from his 4th District

seat after two decades in Congress, said he has no intention of
running for governor.
"I've already charted a different course," said Snyder, who
has plans to be a consultant and
lobbyist in Washington. "I
wouldn't anticipate I would (run).
The other course would be more
lucrative."
Fifth District U.S.Rep Harold
''Hal" Rogers, who ran unsuccessfully for lieutenant governor

In 1979, also said he will not be a
candidate
"I'm flattered ... and tempted
but I just can't in good conscience
(run for governor)," Rogers said
"I'd have to say no. ... I've got too
much going in my district."
State Sen. John Rogers of
Somerset, who is expected to be
selected the minorfty leader during the organizational session of
the General Assembly that begins
Thesday, said he could be 1)er-

suaded to tale on the task.
Rogers, who is not related to the
congressman, said he would need
commitments of support and
financing from GOP leaders
Wore agreeing to enter the race.
"If I were to make a decision (to
run) there would have to be commitments ... that's only fair
unless a person ix a glutton for
punishment," Rogers said
Maned saiNge
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Beshear receives KEA formal endorsement
Some rivals have already accused Beshear of being beholden to
the KEA and its expensive
demands for higher salaries and
Improved benefits for teachers.
Despite such dangers to the endorsement, it was also sought by
former Gov. Julian Carroll and
former Human Resources
Secretary Grady Stumbo, who
were interviewed by officials of
the Kentucky Educators Political
Action Committee (KEPAC).
Former Gov. John Y. Brown

FRANKFORT, Ky AP — Lt.
Gov Steve Beahear said the endorsement of the Keotucky Education Association's political action
committee is important to him,
but stressed his educational
priorities would not be influenced
by the KEA's support.
Beshear said in a campaign stop
In Ashland that he would do the
"best and the most I can for
education" if elected governor,
with or without the endorsement,
which he received Monday.

,,

and Lexington businessman
Wallace Wilkinson, two other
Democratic hopefuls, declined to
participate in the KEPAC
interviews
In his prepared statement,
which did not mention the KEA or
KEPAC, read at seven airport
stops Monday, Beshear said "no
issue is more critical, more vital
to Kentucky's well-being than
education."
He cited, in particular, the importance of early-childhood

education and its iong-range relationship to a lower dropout rate
and improved work force. He also
said smaller class due and better
pay for teachers are needed.
/be KEPAC endorsement will
likely mean considerable cash and
organizational support for
Beshear in his bid for the
Democratic nomination.
The KEA, which has about
30,000 teacher-members across
the state, has become a formidable political force.

Demos dismiss
Reagan budget
as unworkable
WASHINGTON (AP) — With
the ink barely dry on President
Reagan's $1.024 trillion fiscal 1988
budget, it already is being
dismissed as unworkable by congressional Democratic leaders as
the White House struggles to save
the spending plan from an early
burial.

"The administration wants to
work with Congress. We want Congress to take us seriously,"
Budget Director James C. Miller
III said as Reagan's new budget,
calling for further increases in
defense spending and another
Investigating.
,...,round of deep cuts in domestic
The sources, who asked not to be pograms, was delivered to
Identified, said that upon receiv- lawmakers Monday.
ing word from its helicopter of the
attack, the O'Banricei immediately
"I'm tired of hearing
changed course and pursued the statements that the budget is dead
merchant vessel. Before the on arrival," Miller added. "The
destroyer could overtake the budget will be dead on arrival only
unidentified ship, however, the If somebody on Capitol Hill kills it.
vessel steamed into port, the It was alive when it left our
sources said.
quarters."
The budget calls for sharp cuts
In many favorite Reagan targets:
food stamps, student loans, housing and mass transit programs.

Pentagon investigating attack on helicopter
Arab Emirates. The vessel fired a
single surface-to-air missile,
which the helicopter managed to
evade, the Pentagon said.
The missile "passed within
about 500 yards" of the helicopter,
which immediately returned to its
ship, the destroyer O'Bannon, the
Pentagon added.
Defense Department sources
said the merchant ship had steam-

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Pentagon says it will pursue an investigation today into an unprovoked missile attack on a Navy
helicopter that was flying a
routine surveillance mission in the
Persian Gulf.
The attack, which the Pentagon
said occurred Monday morning on
an unidentified merchant ship
sailing off the coast of the United

ed late Monday into the port of Ash
Shariqah in the United Arab
Emirates and that the O'Hannon
was in international waters near
the area when the attack occurred. Efforts will be made today to
positively identify the merchant
ship, the sources Added.
The Pentagon declined to
elaborate, saying only that its U.S.
Central Command was
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STOREWIDE
Murray Home & Auto has bees purchased by the All
Seasons Corporation.In order to make room for new
merchandise,everything hilibe store has been reduced and now is on sale.
•Paint
•Kitchenwares
*Tools
•Electronics

*Plumbing Supplies
*Gas Grills
*Toys
•Nuts & Bolts

Sporting Goods
•Auto Supplies
•Lawn & Garden Supplies
•And Much More
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Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.
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Reagan...
((ttat'd from page 1)
The results of laboratory examinations of the tissue removed
from Reagati's prostate were also
expected today, Speakes said.
The X-ray exam is the final procedure in what is expected to be
Reagan's nearly week-long
hospital stay and comes one day
after Reagan had surgery to
relieve discomfort caused by an
enlarged prostate.
"The (prostate operation) procedure went very smoothly,"
reported Army Col. John Hutton,
the presidential physician, following the hour-long surgery on Monday. "There was nothing out of the
ordinary."
Hutton also reported that the initial examination of tissue taken
from Reagan's prostate had
shown "no suspicions of cancer."

Lawmakers...
(Cont'd from page 1)
place in central Kentucky, the
'Golden Triangle,' as they call it,"
said Viterisi, a Democrat in his
first term as mayor of the city of
30,000.
"There may be five sifes that
have the same advantages (for industrial development in Kentucky) that Paducah does, and
maybe they (companies) go to the
closest place to Frankfort because
that's where they start out from."
The mayor declined to criticize
the state's industrial development
efforts on behalf of the region.
"They help us more than the
general public realizes," he said
of 'date officials. "(People) don't
know how many times we've come
close, but the power rates were too
high or somebody (another community) had more money to give
them."
The unemployment rate in
Paducah is about 11 percent,
several points higher than the national average, Viterisi said.
"Industrial development has
gotten so competitive because this
country's lost part of its industrial
base," he said.
Viterisi predicted the efforts of
local officials will eventually pay
off.
"We're turning into a medical
center, we have railroad and
water transportation — I'm optimistic that our time is here," he
said.

TVA•••

-

(cwars trial page 1)
and community development program, which trains workers for
new jobs, helps communities affected by plant closings and
assists cities and counties in industry recruitment.
— Eliminate TVA's waste
management program, which
helps communities manage landtitle and rural waste collection
sites.
— Restrict water quality studies
to selected TVA reservoirs and
drastically reduce flood plain
management to maintaining existing data. Flood damage reduction projects in Gatlinburg and
Rockwood, Tenn., and St. Paul,
Va., would be eliminated.
— Reduce services at Land Between The Lakes, a recreational
area on the Tennessee-Kentucky
line.
— Eliminate all recreationie
areas not located at TVA dams.
— Reduce fertilizer and
agricultural research at TVA
facilities in Muscle Shoals, Ala.,
by 26 percent.
TVA is barred from lobbying
Congress so must rely on supporters in the House and Senate to
restore the cuts, which won't be
final until a budget resolution is -,
adopted, said Edwards. He
predicted this would take six
months.
TVA supplies electricity to 2.8
million customers in Tennessee
and parts of Kentucky, Virginia,
North Carolina, Georgia,
Alabama and Mississippi.

Murrayan charged
after shooting
Clarence Grogan, 38, 601 S. Ilth
St, has been charged with second
degree assault and released on a
$10,000 bond, according Murray
City Police Detective Charles
Peeler.
The charge resulted from the
alleged shooting of Dwain
Muskgrow of 205 Cherry St., at
4:30 a.m. on New Year's morning,
according to police reports.
Peeler said Muskgrow had been
shot in the foot. The incident
allegedly occured at Grogan's
home.

Appointments...

(Cont'd from page 1)
re-election. Sen. Pat McCuiston is
expected to fill this position.
Sen. McCuiston, Pembroke, is
expected to give up his chairmanship of the Counties and Special
Districts Committee to fill the
chairmanship of the more powerful Banking and Insurance
Cornmittee.
The General Assembly holds its
organizational session the first
week of January in odd-number
years to elect leaders and appoint
committees. Committee members
work throughout the year to study
Issues and prepare for the regular
60-day sessions which take place
during even-number years.
There will be 21 new House
members in the 138 member
assembly,including four from far.
western Kentucky, and nine new
senators including two who are
representatives from this region.
New members include:
• .Dick Castleman, Mayfield,
who is succeeding 2nd District
Rep. Lloyd Clapp, Wingo, who
retired.
• Albert Jones, Paducah, who is
succeeding 3rd District Dolly
McNutt Paducah, who retired.
• Rex Smith, Reiclland, who is
succeeding 4th District Rep. Joel
Ellington, who made an unsuccessful bid for the Senate.
• Dorsey Ridley, Dixon, who
defeated 12th District Rep. Roy
Joe Head, Marion, in the primary.
• Sen. John Hall, Henderson,
who defeated 4th District incumbent Sen. Henry Lackey, Henderson, in the primary.
(Cont'd from page i)
• Sen. Bill Brinkley, MadisonFormer state Sen. Walter Baker ville, a former state represenof Glasgow, who has been on the tative who succeeds Sen. Ken Gibstump in anticipation of a run for son, Madisonville, who did not
lieutenant governor, said moving seek re-election.
up to seek the top spot on the ticket
Over 14.9 million
Is a possibility.
"How great a possibility, I real- pounds of burley sold
ly don't know myself," Baker
said.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — KenSnyder said 6th District Rep. tucky burley farmers sold more
Larry Hopkins of Lexington would than 14.9 million pounds of burley
make a strong candidate for the Monday for an average price of
$156.26 per hundred pounds.
party.
"The question is, can he be conThe Federal-State Market News
vinced to run?" Snyder said.
Service said the price was down
Aides to Hopkins have said the seven cents from the previous
congressman does not intend to sale.
seek the governor's seat in 1987.
Growers in Louisville received
Forgy's surprise announcement the highest average price, at more
Friday that he was getting out of than $1.58 a pound on sales of
the race left the GOP in a lurch 234,568 pounds
because the 47-year-old Lexington
Franklin growers collected the
attorney had been virtually con- lowest average price, at more
ceded the nomination.
than $1.48 a pound on sales of
Rep. Rogers, one of Forgy's big- 141,535 pounds
gest boosters, said he was not surState leaf growers have sold
prised by,the announcement.
more than B06 mWiort pounds of
"I've talked him out of burley so far this season, for an
withdrawing many times ... since average price of $160.17 per hundred pounds.
last fall," Borers said.

Republicans...
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PERSPECTIVE
Quality a must
in education
Editor's note: A two-day symposium titled "Reaching for a
Higher Level of Excellence" at
Murray State University on Jan.
11-12 will focus attention on both
the problems and the potential in
higher education. Recent reports
which address the issue of the
quality of undergraduate education will be assessed in an effort to
assist colleges and universities in
developing initiatives which will
lead to a higher level of excellence. The following is the second installment of a five-part
series intended to broaden insight
in the purpose of the symposium,
which is open to the public. Sessions are scheduled from 3 to 7:30
p.m Sunday, Jan. 11, and from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Mond,s,y. Jan. 12, in
the Curris Center theater.
Maintaining quality in higher
education while addressing the national need for greater numbers of
educated persons is the challenge
seen by President Kale M. Stroup
of Murray State University for
state colleges and universities
across the country.
She made that observation as a
panelist at the recent 26th annual
meeting of the American Association of State Colleges and Universities (AASCU) in Phoenix, Ariz.
The panel was responding to
leadership issues raised in the
report released at the meeting by
the 22-member National Commission on the Role ad Future of State
Colleges and Universities. Titled
"To Secure the Blessings of Liberty," the report will be one of the
topics of discussion at a symposium on higher education Jan.
11-12 at Murray State.
"We are in an age of mass
higher education," Dr. Stroup
said, and no single segment of
American higher education will
face a greater challenge in addressing that reality than the
AASCU institutions."
She called the models of
"resources and reputation" inappropriate as measures of quality
In assessing the effectiveness of
state colleges and universities in
developing the talents of their
students.
"We, as presidents, must assert
our leadership in academic affairs
to nurture quality on our campuses," she continued. "Meanwhile, we must make no apologies
for our mission of educating the
masses. Without pre-selecting our
clientele, we must control quality
and promote excellence by the expectations and standards we set."
One of the recommendations
made in "To Secure the Blessings
of Liberty" deals with the factors
of opportunity and quality in
higher education and how to ensure both. It reads:

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
The Seneca Indian chief Red
Jacket chided a white missionary
with these words, spoken in the
early linh century.
You have got our country,
but you are not satisfied;
you want to force your
religion upon us...Brother,
you say there is but one way
to worship and serve the
Great Spirit. If there is but
one religion, why do you
white people differ so much
about it?

"Without quality in education,
the nation loses its strength.
Without equity in education,
democracy ceases to function...ways must be found to
manage the excellence/equity
equation so that the boundaries of
our public higher education
system are extended, not
limited."
The AASCU, established in 1961,
Is made up of 372 public institutions. Its board of directors appointed the National Commission
on the Role and Future of State
Colleges and Universities in
January 1985 and chose former
U.S. Secretary of Education Terre! H. Bell as its chairman.
That commission was asked to
frame recommendations that
could guide the comprehensive
state colleges and universities in
responding to dramatic changes
occurring in American society
such as the growth in minority
populations, accelerated obsolescence of jobs skills, increasing numbers of older and parttime students, expansion of
regional economic development
programs, the crisis in teacher
education and the need to add an
international dimension to the
undergraduate curriculum.
Functioning as an4dependent
body, the commiasiok prepared
recommendations based on its
ovtgi deliberations and the findings
of four regional seminars it sponsored in March and April 1086.
Dr. Harold Delaney, executive
vice president of AASCU, headed
the commission staff as its executive director. He will be one of
the featured speakers and will
discuss the commission and its
report at the Jan. 11-12 syposium
titled "Reaching for a Higher
Level of Excellence" at Murray
State.
In January the AASCU board of
directors is also scheduled to meet
to consider specific actions to implement the commission's report.
Presidents and chancellors of
AASCU member institutions urged vigorous implementation of the
commission recommendations at
the Phoenix meeting.

IsCerray Ledger 8c Times

Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott

January, 1937- A devastating time
in the history of West Kentuckians
There are a lot of Murray and
Calloway Countians around who
well remember January of ,1937
and the big flood along the Ohio
and Mississippi Valleys.
In that month alone, more than
half of the area's annual rainfall
poured down, causing one of the
greatest floods in the nation's
history.
By January 28 of that year, 19.54
inches of rain had fallen in Murray
and Calloway County, although
this area escaped the havoc caused by the rampaging waters in
Paducah, Evansville, Owensboro,
Louisville, Cincinnati and other
points — large and small — along
the Ohio.
On one day alone — January 21,
1937 — the recorded Murray rainfall was 5.88 inches. In one week —
that of January 21 through the 27th
— a total of 10.52 inches were
recorded.
Fortunately, the temperatures
did not plunge drastically. Had
they done so, all that rain would
have buried this area under the
greatest snowfall in history. On a
conversion scale of 10 inches of
snow to each inch of rain, that
would figure out to be something
like 16.2 feet of snow!
Thanks to a good friend, Auburn
Wells, for his reminder of the
disaster and the use of some of his
yellowed, brittle, old newspapers
— printed at the time of the flood
and saved through the years —
perhaps we can give you a picture
in the next column or two of some
of the heroic roles Murray and
Calloway Countians played in the
evacuation of Paducah and in
unselfishly caring for thousands of
the people driven from their
homes by the raging waters.
• • •
Despite all the rain, the flood —
or the magnitude of it — seemed to
catch everyone by surprise. It
wasn't at all unusual for the river
to get out of its banks occasionally

Paducah for days suddenly surged
to a stage of 52.7 feet and started
the mad, panic-filled evacuation
of the city.
January 23 brought nearly two
more feet of water to 54.6 feet.
Paducah has experienced a mild
flood in 1913, but had anticipated
at Paducah, inundating low-lying little worse in that January of 1937.
area and sending folks living along But the unbelievable happened.
Its banks scurrying to higher
Higher and higher rose the ugly,
ground.
cold waters of the river. Awesome
It happened every year, almost, daily rises sent the stage to 59.2
and with that rain of January, feet on January 27, and two days
1937, everybody expected the Ohio later to 59.9 feet.
to get pretty high. Few, if any,
On February 1, the sullen river,
however, foresaw the devastating
as decribed in the Paducah Sunflood that sent thousands of people Democrat of January 17, 1954 — 17
fleeing from their homes with lityears after the flood — with ice
tle more than what they could
swirling in its waters stood at its
carry.
crest of 60.8 feet.
The inundated city was paralyzAn estimated 60 billion tons of
muddy water rolled relentlessly ed. Its Broadway became an imdown the Ohio toward Paducah, passable — even for boats — canal
Cairo, Ill., and the lower as the temperature plunged and
created a coat of ice which
Mississippi Valley beyond.
Left behind from Pittsburgh on hampered rescue efforts.
The water had spread across
down through Wheeling and Hunmost
of the city. The entire
tington in West Virginia and PortPaducah
business district stood in
and
Cincinnati
smouth
in Ohio was
water
8
to
10 feet deep. It was 8
death and destruction never
feet
deep
in
the lobby of the Irvin
before experienced along the
Cobb Hotel, one of the South's
river.
finest at the time.
During its two-week rampage,
With the offices of the Mcthe Ohio left an estimated 400 peo- Cracken County Red Cross
ple dead, caused more than 400 Chapter on its second floor, the
million dollars worth of property hotel became more or less a "comdamages, flooded more than mand post" for the evacuation and
800,000 homes, left 572,000 • rescue of the Paducahans.
homeless and 236,000 others
More than 125 private motormarooned, according to Red Cross boats operated in the city along
records.
with 50 government-owned ones
In Washington, President operated by Army, Navy and
Franklin D. Roosevelt ordered a Coast Guard personnel.
flood relief army of 70,000 mobilizMore than 450 rowboats were used overnight in making boats, ed to pick up people marooned in
food, clothing, sheltet and medical their homes and transport them to
supplies available to the concentration points from which
homeless.
they were evacuated by motor• • •
boats. As many as 800 per hour
It was on January 21, 1937, that were taken out.
• • •
the raging, yellow Ohio waters
which had been threatening
So swiftly did the waters rise,
(EDITOR'S NOTE. This is the
first in a series of columns dealing
with the parts some Murray and
Calloway Countians played in
West Kentucky's greatest
catastrophe — the Paducah flood.)

The recommendations include a
national youth service program,
improvement and expansion of
programs in teacher education,
strengthening of the capabilities of
historically black institutions, a
national program for regional
economic development involvment by colleges and universities,
strengthening of student financial
aid programs, a national foundation for international education
and other initiatitives to meet the
challenges of higher education in
the coming years and decades.
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Why indeed?
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Letter To The Editor

Reader commends sports column
Dear Editor:
Just as Don Rogers I have never
written to you before. But I would
like to commend your new Sports
Editor's off the court column
coverage of the UK-Louisville
coaches. As I understood the article it was NOT concerning the
basketball game but rather the off
court "class" of the coaches. The
game was well covered in many
articles in your newspaper,
without any complaints from your
readers.
I think that all basketball fans
will argue that UK and U of L both
have great basketball traditions.
riut while Louisville's can be attributed to the character and class
of Denny Crum UK's basketball
ilieetion cannot be credited to Edme siffltn or Joe B. Hall but to the

great character and class of
Aldoph Rupp.
In the week before the game Eddie Sutton was very arrogant and
made statements very uncharastic of a traditional Big Blue
coach. And if you recall Sutton's
statement that he did NOT have to
play "little brother". Louisville
was reversed the very next day
when he said, "the contracts are in
the mail." Do you think that Sutton realized, just as all UK fans
must, that Kentucky has two great
basketball programs, one in Lexington and one in Louisville
Although Louisville does not
have as many fans as UK, there
are several of us around and in
greater numbers than one might
expect — depending on where the
polls are taken and who is taking

them.
While we do NOT claim to be
bigger than the New York
Yankees or the Dallas Cowboys,
and see nothing wrong with any
youngster wanting to play basketball for the Cats or the Cardinals,
we are very proud of the character
and class displayed by Denny
Crum and his Cardinals, both on
the court and off, whether they win
or lose
I am very proud to be a
Louisville Cardinal fan. I do not
have Blue blood. Mine flows True
Red — Cardinal Red!
Thanks Clay for showing us both
sides of Kentucky basketball, both
on the court and off.
Betty A. Darnell
Rt. 1
Murray,ION

many automobiles were trapped
In their parking places and completely covered by the swirling
waters. It was a luxury in
Paducah during the flood just to
have a car out of the water.
Once the waters receded, many
owners of these cars found their
tops had been ripped away by
motorboats plying the streets as
they unknowingly scraped across
their roofs.
A picture in one of the flood
period editions of the Paducah
paper — published in Mayfield
during the emergency after the
waters had put its presses out of
commission on January 23 —
shows a milch cow standing calmly on a second floor porch at 527
North 6th Street.
She had been led to her elevated
sanctuary by Jimmy Hutson, a
Paducah dry cleaning plant
operator and others. She stayed
there throughout the flood, living
on hay brought to her by Hutson
and others and giving her daily
production of milk.
(To be continued)

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Herbert Erwin, 78, of Rt. 1,
Hazel, died yesterday from injuries sustained in a one-car accident near Nashville, Tenn.
Cathy C. Pigg, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Walter W. Pigg Jr., Rt. 1,
Almo, was one of 98 students at
Harding College, Searcy, Ark., to
earn perfect A grades for the fall
semster.
Mrs. Audrey White of Hazel
shows one of 16 special quilts she
has pieced and quilted and given
away to relatives and friends. She
will be 83 on Feb. 26.
In high school basketball games
Calloway County beat Wingo and
Murray beat Marshall County.
High team scorers were Mike
Wells for Calloway, McClure for
Wingo, Frank Gilliam for Murray
and Larry Schaper for Marshall.
Dr. Edwin Stohecker spoke
about "The Valiant Virginians" at
a meeting of J.N. Williams
Chapter of United Daughters of
the Confederacy held at home of
Mrs. W.Z. Carter.
Twenty years ago
Judge Richard Peck has been
sworn in as current judge of 42nd
judicial district serving the counties of Calloway. Livingston and
Marshall. He was appointed by
Gov. Edward T. Breathitt after
Judge Earl Osborne resigned to
take Judge of Court of Appeals of
First Appellate District.
Glenda Jones, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. C.W. Jones, is doing
graduate work in mathematics at
Auburn University, Auburn, Ala.
She received her B.S. with majors
In chemistry and mathematics at
Murray State University.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Terry White, Dec.
15.
Miss Patricia Purdom,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. I. Wells
Purdom of Murray, and Thomas
Irvin Miller, son of Mrs. Erwin
Crabtree of Elizabethtown, were
married Dec. 25 lit First Baptist
Church, Paris, Tenn.
Donna Carole Seaford, daughter
of Mrs. Dolores Seaford, has been
initiated into Alpha Gamma Delta
sorority at Murray State
University.
Thirty years ago
Roy Starks has been appointed
as group commander of Group 2 of
Murray Ground Observer Corps,
according to John 0. Pasco, supervisor, and Mrs. J.I. Hosick, chief
observer.
J.H. Shackelford, local accountant, presented the city audit at a
meeting of Murray City Council.
Gerald D. Harmon, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Okley Harmon, has been
promoted to quartermaster third
class, USN, while serving aboard
Destroyer USS Maddox
Miss Jane Adams Charlton,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Charlton, and Tommy Dan Story.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Tolbert Story,
were married Dec. 22 at home of
the bride's parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Dunn and
son, Ronnie, of Flora, Ill., spent
the holidays with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Hub Dunn of Hazel, and
his sister, Mrt w^ndrow Ricktrian
and Mr Rickman.
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Several workshops to be
at conference on Feb. 21
NEW YORK (AP)- Some 3,000
women from around the country
are expected to attend the
American Woman's Economic
Development Corp 's seventh national conference for women in
fashion, beauty. fitness, food and
home fashion businesses.
The daylong program here on
Feb. 21 will feature 28 workshops
led by women business experts

CLINT EASTWOOD

HEARTBREAK
[11
RIDGE

They are designed to help entrepreneurial women start a
business, to counsel owners Of
say, read
established butlinesses on licens- What kind of day will tomorrow be' To find out what the stars
birth sign
your
for
given
forecast
advertising
reMtions,
uig, public
FOR WEDNESDAY,JANUARY 7, 1987
and obtaining financing; to offer
effectively
advice on functioning
SCORPIO
ARIES
in the corporate world; and to (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
(Oct.23w Nov. 21)
discuss trends and technology afFaraway places beckon to you
A new approach brings financial
fecting business, including stress, Some are intrigued by a new interest gain. Your taste for beauty is whetted,
health, nutrition and service (khers will purchase something with which leads to new purchases. Be
businesses.
sensitive to others' feelings tonight.
a distinctive foreign accent_
SAGITTARIUS
Guest speakers at the luncheon TAURUS
de
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
will be Donna Karan, chief (Apr 20 to May 20)
You're in the mood to add exciteGetung fnendly with a local banker
designet and CEO of Donna Karen
New York, and Esther Shapiro, or investment counselor may be on ment to your social life and the first
producer of the ABC-TV program, today's agenda. Behind-the-scenes step you'll take in this direction will
involve appearance. A new look is
Founded nine years endeavors preoccupy you.
' Dynast."'
GEMINI
possible.
president
Beatrice
ago by AWED
CAPRICORN
May 21w June 20)
Fitzpatrick, the non-profit
Though you're busy making new (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
organization offers business train- friends, the strongest influence on
New plans involve household
ing and counseling programs.
your life today is someone you're changes. You'll. be spending more

4411E

A

Walt Disney's Classic

already close to Some call it an early
night.

£adijan1

the ramp
00 Only

THE VOYAGE
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443 lIril
Central Center 753-3314

NEW YORK (AP) - New
jewelry for spring offers a world of
color and design that has drama
and eye appeal, and there's
something for everyone, including
the men, according to Kae McCulloch, fashion consultant to the
Jewelry Industry Council.
Much of the new gold jewelry for
men stresses design interest in
gold cufflinks and status
bracelets, she reports. The
popular nugget look in rings
shares the spotlight with the
tailored look, with rings often set
with lapis, onyx or birthstone
gems.

CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
You'll make a new friend through
the job. Still the major accent now is
putting new ideas in motion at work
rather than in your social life. Be
original.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Your dating life picks up now, and
in the coming weeks you'll be going
out more for good times. It's not the
right time to mix business and
pleasure.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
An out-of-town guest brings cheer
to your environment. Count on an
increase in home entertaining during
the next few weeks. Philosophies
differ tonight.
LIBRA
Zet
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Partners enjoy doing new things
together. Siblings may spend more
time with each other. You may have
difficulty making a decision about a
financial matter.

RICHARD GERE
KIM BASINGER

IL
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7 17, 9 30
NEW ARRIVALS
/401144111 Overdrive
Woe Oty•Poitergoist H
Firs With Pireelleenty
Python's Flying Orcus

°VIES TO 60

We are happy to announce
that Dens Thompson Farris.
recent bride of John Farris,
has selected her decorating
accessories from our bridal
registry. The couple was
married December 28, 1986.

THE TREASURE
HOUSE
Southslde Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. -

Chestnut Street 753-8084

AT MURRAY STAT

Continuing Education

For 1987 Spring Semester
ON CAMPUS
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PLACE
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3
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3
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T 14C

Kt

and Publ.(

by

REGISTRATION You may rerarslar for these courses ,1t at the Center tor Continuo," Edutatiiit 305 Sparks Kall (2) al Late ROMKINsIson January 12 13
14 IS If 20
Cum% Center or 13) af Eyenwsg ONgrstralron In Kw Cum' Center Balboa,"

On January
For add,tfona, rnlorrnallon peva.. ontac I Conl.nung E cluc Moog, Sparks Hall
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WEEKEND CLASSES

riAkedisella level

Rt. 1, Box 217, Dexter;
Bobby McCuiston, Rt. 5, Box
320, Murray; Miss Cielita Stubblefield, Rt. 1, Box 131, Almo;
Miss Mary'Jane McGuire, Box
7103, Paducah; Mrs. Thelma
Hilliard, Rt. 1, Box 29F,
Buchanan, Tenn.;
Mrs. Edith Barrett, Rt. 8, Box
1060, Murray; Mrs. Willie Lane,
312 South Eighth St., Murray;
Austin Reid, Rt. 3, Box 299B,
Murray.

Calloway County La Leche League will meet Thursday, Jan. 8, at 7
p.m. at the home of Pam Jetton in Farmington. Refreshments are
provided by league members and babies are welcome. For
breastfeeding information call leaders, Stephanie Peacock at
436-2227 or Barbara Hinderliter at 436-2122. For transportation or
other information call Chris Harrison, 759-1647, group communicator.

Navy Petty Officer 2nd Class Michael S. Dykes, foster son of Jackie
R. and Phyllis F. Mohler of Rt. 1, Benton, recently returned from a
five month Western Pacific Deployment while stationed aboard the
battleship USS New Jersey, homeported in Long Beach, Calif. During
the deployment the battleship steamed over 35,000 miles and participated in several major exercises. Port visits were made to
Hawaii, The Republic of the Philippines, Hong Kong, South Korea,
Thailand, Japan and Seattle, Wash.

KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION COURSES

•SAT 683-94

Murray-Calloway County
Hospital has released the
dismissals for Monday, Jan. 5. No
newborn admissons were listed.
Dismissals
Walter Scott, 373 Fulton St.,
Martin, Tenn.; Miss Misty Dawn
Imus, Rt. 5, Box 794, Murray;
Mrs. Nita Carol Ellison, Box 606,
Paris, Tenn.; Jay Lamb, Rt. 1,
Box 264, Almo;
David Landis, Rt, 1, Box 258,
Farmington; Miss Kimberly Hale,

La Leche League will meet

Dykes back from deployment

NIVERSITY

Center for

•SAT 584 94

Murray-Calloway County Hospital
lists persons dismissed on Monday

The annual meeting and election of officers of Rizpah Temple,
Madisonville, will be held Thursday evening, Jan. 8. Area Shriners
will meet at Village Shopping Center, U.S. Highway 641, at 5 p.m. to
form carpools to Madisonville.

Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday,
Jan. 8, at 1 p.m. at the club house. Jo Cleta Williams will present a
slide show on "Missouri Botanical Garden." Horticultural hints on
"Don't Forget the Houseplants" will be given by Janet Wallis.
Hostesses will be Joan Whayne, Lily Williams, Nelle Hendon and
Mary Hopson.

Sgt. Harrell finishes course
Sgt. James A. Harrell has completed a U.S. Army primary leadership course at Fort Dix, N.J. He received training in supervisory
skills, leadership principles and small unit training techniques essential to a first-line supervisor in a technical or administrative environment. Harrell is a fire-control systems repairer with the Headquarter
and Headquarter Command 1st Battalion at Aberdeen Proving
Ground, Md.

'Best message'
contest planned
by an author

SAT 381

Murray High Sdiool Chapter of Future Homemakers of America is
participating in a year-long project in which each member has a
secret sister. Marla Ford,second vice president, said "this project is
a good way to get all the members involved." Ford, standing, and
Mist' Holcomb, reporter, discuss future plans for the Murray Secret
Sisters' project.

Rizpah meeting Thursday

Garden Department will meet

the Color
of Moneg

Course
AST 115-94
SAT 181-94

FHA plans project

DATEBOOK

7 146 9 15

PAUL NEWMAN
TOM CRUISE

time alone with a loved one rather
than going out somewhere for good
times.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20w Feb. 18)
Expect a new round of social
activity, though tonight does not
favor entertaining friends at home. A
group activity may appeal to you
now.
PISCES
rear
imiat
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Social graces help you with those
in high places. A new direction in
your career is financially lucrative.
Test the waters.
IF'BORN TODAY, you are analytical with the ability to commercialize
your talents. You have a philosophic
or religious bent and are often drawn
to education, law and government
service. You also have management
abilities and would make a good
financial consultant. Your greatest
success comes when you learn to
specialize. Though capable of diplomacy, you work better on your own
than in partnerships. Birthday of:
Terry Moore, actress; Charles
Addams, cartoonist; and Jean-Pierre
Rampal, flutist.

Sul:relict
introductory Astrororr
introckrc tior to
Mierpersonai CommunicaT,on
list Mtg 1 23 meets 5 weekends.
Interpecsonal
Commuhrsahon
(1st meeting 1.'30 Meets 5 weekends
Advanced Orgahizational ChIncr
ost kttg 1 23 meets 5 Wkends
tiemtnot on Comm VaTiables
filst MI 1-4e meets 5 Wtreodsi
akapasat flar SINN amass at Ow Om elms

Time
9am 12pm
5-9.p m
9am-5 pm

Days
Sat

5-9 pm
9 am•5 pm

Fr,

5pm
9am -5pm
5-9 pm
9.8 m

Fri
Set

3

Fri

Place
BL 15'
WI 308

W1306

Sat
Wi 306
Fri11111118ses

lesstructor
B Burr.'
J Bens

Groups will meet at hospital

CHATSWORTH, Calif. (AP) With almost 30 million answering
machines in homes today, the way
to keep callers from hanging up is
to put humor in the taped
messages, believes Cliff Carle,
author of "Getting Even With the
Answering Machine" and "No
Hang-ups."
Carle, a former stand-up comedian and comedy writer, is sponsoring a "Best Message" contest
with the release of a new book,
'No Hang-ups II." Contestants
send in their original funny
answering machine messages on a
3-by 5-inch card to OCC Publicaions, 20306 Tau Place,
Chatsworth, CA 91311. Deadline is
March 31, 1987, and prizewinning
messages will appear in "No
Hang-ups III."

Two special groups will meet Wednesday. Jan. 7. in third floor
classroom at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They are Bereavement Support Group at 9:30 a.m. and Living with Diabetes at 2 p.m.

Single Connection will meet
Murray Single Connection will meet Thursday, Jan. 8, at 7 p.m. in
Educational Building, First United Methodist Church. A discussion
on "LBL - Close It? Sell It? Save It???" will be led by Tom Forsythe. MSC is a Christian singles group which provides fellowship,
social events personal growth and acceptance for single adults of all
ages, whether never married, separated, divorced or widowed. For
more information call Martha at 759-4940 or Glen at 435-4143.

Episcopal service tonight
St. John's Episcopal Church will celebrate the feast of the
Epiphany (showing forth) of Christ to the Gentiles, which ends the
Christmas season, with a celebration of the Holy Eucharist and procession tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. Assisting the celebrant, Fr. Andre Trevathan, will be Claudia Moore, lay reader; Frank Blodgett
and Kathy Mowery, lectors; and Cathy Krizan, Eric Niffenegger,
Will Gentry, Lisa Ortiz and Tony Ortiz, acolytes.

FASHION GALLERY
Paris, TN
Lakeway Village Shopping Center
(Next to Uncle Lee's)

Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 10-6; Fri. & Sat. 10-8

30% OFF
STOREWIDE
Sale begins Jan. 7th thru Jan. 17th
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Best-selling
week's.books
are released

Celebrates seventh birthday
+.

Robert Arnett celebrated his seventh birthday on Wednesday, Dec.
31, with a party at McDonald's. Friends attending were Tiffany
Laker, Amber Flood, Mitch Craig, Matt Lovett and Reece Adams.
Fanilly members attending were his mother, Georgia Arnett, his
sister, Mrs. Carib' Brown, his grandmother, Mrs. Beauton Windsor,
his sister-in-law, Mrs. Sarah Chambers and sons, Daniel and Dustin
Chambers, and Truman and Mary Youngiove. Robert, a first grade
student at Southwest Calloway Elementary School, is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ronnie Arnett of Rt. 1, Hazel, and the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Hassel Windsor of Rt. 1, Hazel, and Mrs. Jennie Arnett,
Mayfield.

Best selling books for week of
Jan. 4 as listed by Time Magazine
have been released as follows
FICTION
1 "It," Stephen King
2. "Red Storm Rising," Tom
Clancy
3. "Whirlwind," James Clavell
4. ''Hollywood Husbands,"
Jackie Collins
5. "Wapderlust," Danielle
Steele
6. "The Prince of Tides," Pat
Conroy
7. "Last of the Breed," Louis
L'Amour
8. "Flight of the Intruder,"
Stephen Coonts
9, -Foundation and Earth,"
Isaac Asimov
10. "The Mirror of Her
Dreams," Stephen R. Donaldson
NON-FICTION
1. "Fatherhood," Bill Cosby
2. "McMahon!," Jim McMahon
3. "His Way," Kitty Kelley
4. "Word for Word," Andy
Rooney
5. "The Frugal Gourmet Cooks
With Wine," Jeff Smith
6. "One Knee Equals Two
Feet," John Madden
7. "A Day in the Life of
America" Smolan and Cohen
8. "James Herriot's Dog
Stories," James Herriot
9. "One More Time," Carol
Burnett
10. "The Frugal Gourmet," Jeff
Smith
(Courtesy of Time, the weekly
newsmagazine)

- Pets available at Animal Shelter
These two dogs are available for adoption at the Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street, off South Fourth
Street, operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. Pictured at left is"Boomer," a neutered male
terrier, and at right,"Wry,"a male Chiwualma mix. Also available are Collie and Shop mix pups, many full
grown small dogs,cocker,labs, poodle mixes Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the
shelter, open to the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday,and Ito 4 p.m.,Saturday and Sunday.
Fa information call 759-4141.

Murray High will distribute report cards
Report cards for the past nine
weeks and semester at Murray
High School will be distributed to
the students in the homerooms
from 8:25 to 8:30 a.m. on
Wednesday.
Each student will have
- a tearout
copy of grades to take home to be
given to parents or guardians.
"Parents are urged to check these
copies to see the progress the
students have made during the

grading period," said Mark
Brady, assistant principal.
The report cards will be col-

lected from the students in the
homerooms from 2:50 to 2:55 p.m.
Wednesday, Brady said.

By Abigail
Van Buren

Coming community events are announced
Tuesday,Jan.6
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club is Scheduled to
meet atq p.m. at Calloway County
Health Center.
---Calloway County ,Athletic
Boosters will meet in libraray of
Calloway County High Scool
following Calloway-Ballard
freshman basketball game.
Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 6:30
p.m. at club house.
---Murray-Calloway Neighborhood
Girl Scout Core will meet at 7 p.m.
at Girl Scout cabin.
ToughLove, support group for
parents of "problem"
adolescents, will meet at 7 p.m. at
St. John's Episcopal Church. For
information call 753-2498 or
753-7447.

.1

Murray Moose Lodge will have
a business meeting at 8 p.m. with
officers to meet at 7 p.m.
---AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
---January Bible Study will start at
6:30 p.m. at First Baptist Church.
---Bea Walker Group of First Baptist Church WMU will meet with
Anne Vinson at 7:30 p.m.
---Skating party by Southwest
Calloway Elementary School will
be from 6 to 8 p.m. at Roller
Skating of Murray.
---St. john's Episcopal Church will
celebrate the feast of the
Epiphiny (showing forth) of
Christ to the Gentiles which ends
the Christmas season with a
celebration of the Holy Eucharist
andprocesaion at 7 p.m.
---Wednesday,Jan.7
Report cards will be distributed
at8:25 a.m. homeroom and will be
collected at 2:50 p.m. homeroom
at Murray High School.
MM. OM OM WI&

Murray-Calloway Neighborhood
Girl Scout Core will meet at9 a.m.
at Girl Scout Cabin.

Wednesday,Jan.7
Hazel and Douglas Centers will
be open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
---Mission groups of Cherry Corner
Baptist Church are scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. at church.
Mission groups of Flint Baptist
Church are scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at church.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Coldwater Church of Christ
from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Almo
Restaurant from 12:30 to 2:30p.m.
---Murray State University Racer
basketball team will play Indiana.
Purdue at 7:30 p.m. in Racer
Arena.
---Thursday,Jan.8
Dexter Homemakers Club will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter
Center.
---Calloway County La Leche
League will meet at 7 p.m. at
home of Pam Jetton in
Farmington.
---Jackson Purchase Section of
American Society for Quality Control will meet at 6 p.m. at Holiday
Inn, Mayfield.
---Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 1 p.m.
at club house.
---Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital will be
at Liberty Savings Bank at Symsoftie from 9 to 11 a.m. and at First
National Bank at Farmington
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
---Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
---Front Porch Swing will rehearse
at 7 p.m. in library of First Christian Church.
---Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m.tot p.m. at Hazel and

Zti

Thursday,Jan.8
Douglas Centers; and from 10
a.m.to 3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
Murray Sinkle Connection will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Educatiotral
Building of First United Methodist
Church. For information call Martha at 759-4940 or Glen at 435-4143.
---Murray Women of the Moose
will meet at 8 p.m. for enrollment
night with officers to meet at 7
p.m.
---Murray High School Freshmen
boys will play a basketball game
with Fulton at Murray High.
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at First Christian Church, Benton. For informa-

Thursday,Jan.8
tion call 753-0061, 762-3399, 753-7764
or 753-7663.
_
Mothers' Morning will start at 9
a.m. at First Baptist Church.
---Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select Masters
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Masonic
Temple.
---Woodmen of World Camp 592
will meet at 6 p.m. at Boston Tea
Party, Holiday Inn.
Grove 6126 of Woodmen of World
will meet at 6 p.m. at Golden Corral Restaurant.
----

'Everybody Have Fun Tonight'
by Wang Chung listed at the top
Best-selling records of the week
of Jan. 4 based on Cashbox
magazine's nationwide survey
have been released as follows:
1. "Everybody Have Fun
Tonight," Wang Chung
2. "Walk Like An Egyptian,"
Bangles
3. 'The Way It Is," Bruce
Hornsby

4. "Notorious," Duran Duran
5. "Shake You Down," Gregory
Abbott
6. "You Give Love A Bad
Name," Bon Jovi

pay a bill - assuming it's covered
- and sometimes it's not covered!
Unfortunately, the doctor has to
pay his'rent, office help and family
eiwnses within 30 days.
IrlifW.r three or four months the
doctor hasn't received a dime from
the patient or his insurance company,it's customary for his office to
phone the patient and request
payment, whereupon the patient
usually becomes highly indignant!
This person would probably froth at
the mouth should his paycheck be
held up for one day! Yet, that's what
the doctor's bill is - his paycheck.
It's unfair that the doctor is
usually the last one to be paid, and
sometimes he's not paid at all! Sign
me ...
AN M.D. WITH
$35,000 ON THE BOOKS
DEAR M.D. I'm using your
letter as a reminder to those
who owe their physicians-and
their dentists, too.
•• *

DEAR DOCTOR:I'm glad you
wrote. I liked this letter when I
ran it in October of 1980, but I
like it even more today. As a
valentine to the many doctors
and dentists who share the
same leaky boat with you, I
repeat it with pleasure:

Week's top country-west&I) record
is 'Cry Myself To Sleep' by Judds
Best-selling country-western
records of the week of Jan.4 based
on Cashbox magazine's nationwide survey have been released as
follows:
1. "Cry Myself To Sleep," The
Judds
2:"Love's Gonna Get You Someday," Ricky Skaggs
3. "What Am I Gonna Do About
You," Reba McEntire
4. "Pallin' For You For Years,"
Conway Twitty
5. "Mind Your Own Business,"

Last Few Days of Our

Going Out of Business

Elston

ONO OM =IP MI/

January Bible Study will start at
6:90 p.m. at First Baptist Church.
Fellowship supper will be at 5:30
p.m. Adult Choir will rehearse at
7:45 p.m.
---Bible study will be at 9:10
in parlor
•

DEAR ABBY: Six years ago, I
clipped the enclosed column from
my local newspaper. I have found it
very relevant and I think that it
needs to be rerun periodically. At
times, I have enclosed copies of this
column to patients who have been
delinquent with their accounts, and
while some have been understanding, others have drawn tremendous
objection to receiving any kind of
pressure to pay for services
rendered.
Over the years, physician overhead has increased tremendoeisly.
My current overhead is close to
$100,000 a year,and in addition,due
to various circumstances, I render
nearly $100,000 per year of free
services or reductions in my fees.
Nevertheless, I still have tremendous problems in getting patients to
compensate me for my services, and
I know that I am not alone, as
nearly every physician has the
same problem. Sign me ...
AN M.D. WITH $154,000
#
ON THE BOOKS,
LAGUNA HILLS, CALIF.

DEAR ABBY: My partner and I
are expecting a baby in June. Since
we are not a traditional married
couple, it may not occur to our
friends to give us a baby shower.
7. "Control," Janet Jackson
Therefore, we are wondering if it
8. "C'est la Vie," Robbie Nevil
would be acceptable for us to either
9. "War," Bruce Springsteen
ask a good friend to host it. at our
10. "Stand By Me," Ben E. King
DEAR ABBY: As a physician, I house (we would pay all expenses)
know this problem is a genuine or hers. Or would it be all right for
source of concern to almost every us to host it ourselves?
EXPECTING IN OAKLAND
physician.
It may come as a surprise to
DEAR EXPECTING:It makes
many, but not all doctors are rich!
Far from it. We have house and car no difference whether the expayments to make,children to raise, pectant parents are traditionand business expenses just like ally married or not. I see no
Hank Williams Jr.
anyone else trying to make a living. acceptable way to ask for gifts
6. "Then It's Love," Don Add to that the exorbitant premi- or to host your own shower.
ums for malpractice insurance.
Williams
People wouldn't think of going to
* ••
7. "You Still Move Me," Dan
the grocery store, filling station or
Seals
beauty parlor without cash, a check
8. "She Thinks That She'll or credit card. But they come to their (For Abby's booklet,"How to Have a
send a check or
Marry," Judy Rodman
doctor's office and say,"Bill me," or, Lo ly Wedding," 92.50
and a long,
mo
order for
9. "Half Past Forever," T.G. "My insurance company will take stam
d (39 cents), self-addressed
Sheppard
care of it."
pe to: Dear Abby, Wedding
env
Abby, some insurance comp
et, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
10. "Give Me Wings," Michael
054.)
wait 60 to 90 days (and longer
Johnson

Murray-Calloway Interagency
for representatives of all helping
agencies in Murray and Calloway
County will meet at 11:30 a.m. at
Golden Corral Restaurant.
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women will most MT p.m.
at church.
---First Presbyterian Church
Moir will rehearse at 6:30 p.m

Only Prompt Payment Can
Cure Doctor's Ailing Books

WO We pleased to announce
that Dena Thompson Farris, recent
bride of John Ferns, hes mods her
selections from ow bridal registry
for decorative accessories
Dena and John wore married
December 28. 1986

aje a II LIM
OLD MAN WINTER

BREAKFAST SPECIAL
BACON - TWO EGGS - HASH BROWN POTATOES
Choice of Biscuits with white gravy, toast or buttermilk pancakes

Only $2.25
Servod 6 sale. HI 11 is.m. NIers.4r1.
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SALE!
"Unbelievable Prices"
All Repair & Layaway Must Be 1
Picked Up By January 9th. I

Furches Jewelry
Downtown Murray

753-2835
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\ AROUND THE HOUSE
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New products on the market discussed
By ANDY LANG
AP Newskatures

411‘.14111101

'43

Mei

LIVING-DINING RM
Uhl( 5
9,5x10

-

CARPORT

36 FRONT

THE LIVING-DINING AREA OF THIS house features two
sliding doors which connect it with the screened porch. The three
bedrooms are accessible from the hall and the rear bedrooms enjoy
cross-ventilation. Plan HA1388R has 864 square feet. For more information write — enclosing a stamped. self-addressed envelope —
to architect Jan Reiner, 1000-52nd St. North, St Petersburg, FL
33710.

What's new on the market?
THE 'PRODUCT — A dry
adhesive for all types of
wallcoverings
Manufacturer's claim — That
this adhesive can be used to
replace all existing dry adhesives,
such as wheat paste and celulosic
types
that it is suitable for all
wallcoverings from lightweight
paper to heavyweight vinyl ... that
It has a non-dusting, light-flaking
consistency .. that it is easy to
mix that it dries clear and thus
is ideal for grass cloths, strings
and other easily-stained
wallcoverings . that it has a
mildew inhibitor ... that it has a
long shelf use even when the
package has been opened in a normal dry atmosphere ... and that,

once it is mixed, the paste will last
for several days.
THE PRODUCT — An allpurpoee wallpaper primer.

cleans up with water.
THE PRODUCT — A smoke
alarm with a flashing yellow light.
Manufacturer's claim — That
the alarm has a flashing emergenManufacturer's claim — That, cy warning light with a smokeIn addition to being a wallcovering penetrating yellow lens ... that the
primer, it seals new drywall, ef- alarm features a solid state elecfectively hides mud joints and can tronic horn with an 85-decibel
be used in place of oil-based sound ... that it uses a single carprimers and sealers ... that it in- bon zinc battery to power the
sures optimum installation effi- alarm, while the emergency light
ciency by providing a white sur- is powered by a separate alkaline
face to minimize show-through ... battery, both of which are providthat it has increased slip and open ed with the unit ... and that the
time for positioning ... that it can alarm resets itself once smoke has
be applied with a brush, roller or cleared the detection chamber.
spray over latex or oil-based
THE PRODUCT — A branch
paint, filling compounds, new lopper said to rquire half the usual
drywall and wood paneling ... that cutting force.
it dries in about two to four hours,
Manufacturer's claim — That
but should be left overnight for,: this cutting tool's improved perideal installation of wallpapering formance comes from a curved
... and that it is nonflammable and guide slot on the blade that

reduces the amount the handles
need to be opened to gain cutting
force ... that this results from two
pivot points instead of one .. and
that its cutting performance is furthered by new precision-formed
grind cutters on the cutting blade
(The adhesive and wallpaper
primer are manufactured by
Roman Adhesives, 5 Lawrence
St., Bloomfield, NJ 07003, the
smoke alarm and light by
Jameson Home Products, 2464
Wisconsin Ave., Downers Grove,
IL. 6(615; and the branch lopper
by True Temper, Box 3500,
Shiremanstown, PA. 17011.)
(Do-it-yourselfers will find
much helpful data in Andy Lang's
handbook, "Practical Home
Repairs," which can be obtained
by sending $.2 to this paper at Box
5, Teaneck, NJ onee.)

Resolutions suggested for do-it-yourselfers
By ANDY LANG
AP Newafeaturee
If you have made some resolutions for the New Year and,you
are a do-it-yourselfer, you might
as well add these to the list:
1. I will never hurry to complete a project, recognizing that
haste is the worst enemy of the
do-it-yourselfer, who often cannot wait to see how his undertaking will turn out.
2. I will remember always that
familiarity breeds contempt in
the use of power tools, where

safety standards are sometimes
ignored after you have become
used to a machine.
8. When I drop something
while occupied in the workshop,
I will stop immediately and pick
it up, knowing that many accidents occur when people slip
on something you forgot to
retrieve.
4. I will never use varnish in a
room where somebody might be
walking in the next few hours,
since the movement of dust can
ruin nuiviy finishing jobs, most

4
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especially when the finishing
material la varnish.
5. When mildew is present inside or outside the home, I will
realize there isn't much sense in
cleaning the affected area until
something is done about the
cause of the fungus growth,
which is dampness, warmth,
lack of ventilation, dirt and the
absence of light.
8. I will recognize the extent of
my ability and will call in a
repairman when certain things
go wrong, especially when they
concern electricity and
plumbing.
7. Despite Resolution 8,1 will
attempt many do-it-yotirself
chores that I never thought I
could do, but which will not affect anybody's safety or health if
they are not done properly.
8. I will be careful in the use of
ladders, especially the extension
types used outside the house,
which must be placed against
the structure so that the feet of
the ladder are one fourth the
distance away from the foundation as the total height of the ladder; with a 20-foot ladder, the
feet should be 5 feet away from
the foundation.
9. I will use all tools for the
purposes for which they %ere intended, since they usually are
damaged and put out of commis-

sion when substituted for the
proper tools.
10. Whenever I am in the
midst of a project and somebody
enters she room,I will not talk to
that person until I have stopped
what I am doing, it being a matter of record that many accidents occur under those
circumstances.
11. I will remember that the
most dangerous tools are those
which are dull, since they usually require additional force to
work properly, the additional
force being the factor that
causes accidents.
12. When using a chisel or
similar tool, I will move it so the
blade or cutting edge is going
away from me.
18. I will not forget the old
adage that you should "measure
twice and cut once," since it will
save me lots of trouble over the
years.
14. When trying to unstick a
window by inserting a tool between the sash and frame, I will
use a putty knife and not a
screwdriver, which may accomplish the job but leave ugly
gouges.
15. If I have to replace a fuse, I
will never use one larger than
the one that blew out, knowing
this is a sure way to remove the
protection a fuse offers.

Risks involved in repairing
hairline cracks in stucco
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — I have recently seen a
number of hairline cracks in the
stucco part of our house; that is,
on the outside of the house. Since I
intended to paint the exterior in a
month or two, I was hoping that I
could wait until then and that the
paint might fill the cracks. Is this
possible? Also, will it cause more
damage if I wait?
A. — Exterior masonry paint
usually will fill very tiny cracks in
stucco, but anytime there is even
the slightest opening in stucco, you
risk the possibility that water
might enter the cracks and cause
extra damage. It's a -calculated
risk, and you will have to make a
decision if the weather in • your
area will not permit doing the
painting as quickly as possible.
Q. — Regarding a piece in your
column recently, when perforated
pipe is used to divert underground
water, your readers should be told
that the holes in the pipe should
face downward,otherwise you will
have 34 inches of water before it
gets in the pipe. The proper way is
to lay 2 or 3 inches of stone or
gravel on the bottom of the ditch,

lay the pipes and then cover with
stones 4 to 6 inches or more.
Easiest and best are 10-foot
lengths of 4-inch plastic pipe, as
drain tiles are hard to find now.
A. — Thanks.
Q. — I soon will be finishing a
piece of unfinished furniture and
want it to match some other furniture I already have. I know how
electric light can affect the color
of something. Would it be better,
therefore, to finish the piece outdoors in order to get a better
match?
A. —The best way to handle the
matching is to do it in the same
room where the furniture will be
located. Whatever artificial light
there is in the room will affect all
pieces the same way.
(The techniques of using varnish, shellac, lacquer, remover,
stain, bleach, etc., are detailed in Andy Lang's booklet, "Wood
Finishing in the Home," which
can be obtained by sending 50
oents and a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope to KnowHow,
P.O. Box 477, Huntington, NY
11743. Questions of general interest will be answered in the
column.)

Remember the 10th
gooAD w0
Come SACK
TOAVRIPow

ci

The 10th of each month is a very important date to your newspaper car
rier. Your carrier must receive your payment by the 10th of the month ln
order to pay their bill
You see, these carriers are independent business men and women They
buy their papers from us at whoIes&eost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th they have to dig down
into their own pockets to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each month. They
depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your carrier
So.. paying by mail lea simple way to avoid getting caught without the
right change and you avoid the "'other of monthly collection.
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First gridiiiits at North Calloway Igissetery have been learning abt atety Their unit on safety
included bus, blade, passenger and pedal/tan safety. Special emphasis was placed on "not talking to

strangers." The unit was concluded with a visit and presentation from State Trooper Robertson.

Please direct your
questions and corn= •
manta about area public
schools to the Murray
city schools at 763-4363
or the Calloway County
public schools at
753-3n33

We're Glad
You Asked

WHAT IS THE VALUE OF A
FULL-SERVICE FUNERAL?
Since the beginning of time,
man has publicly,viewed and
buried his dead with dignity
and ceremony. AltniSugh
rituals differ, the funeral service meets the needs of the
survivors, the living, as well as
providing for the deceased.
What are some of these needs
and how does a full-service
funeral fulfill them?
Realization:
First, it
declares that death has occurred and it offers testimonial to
a life well-lived. Denial of a
death is ,lommon. The very
fact of a funeral and the viewing of the body for casket;
facilitates the realization of
that death
Emotional expression: The
full-service ftmeral is of deep
psychological significance to
the living. Sorrow-shared is
sorrow-diminished. The fullservice and the facing-of-facts
Is the first step toward emotional adjustment after
bereavement.
For more information about
the full-service funeral, stop
by or phone us.

Calloway Middle School seventh
grader, Anne Michelle Paul
receives a certificate for Student
of the Week. Pictured (left to
right) are Greg Delaney, WSJP,
Carol Clark, Century 21, Anne,
Peter O'Rourke, teacher and Cristy Calman, WSJP. Anne is the
daughter of Karen and John Paul
of Rt.8, Murray. Her activities Inchide: science club, basketball,
band and track.

Students in Mrs. (berry's first
grade class at Southwest Elementary made and modeled Zebra
masks for their classroom study of
the letter "s." Mrs. Merry said
the activity comes from the
"Alpha One" early reading program which is intended to "give
each child so many happy experiences with 'the letters and
words that Imi—M11- have the
courage and confidence to attack
any word."

Mrs. Hendrick's third grade class at East Calloway has discovered
that water is a very necessary part of life. Joe Doichon, an employee
of Murray UtUites, explains how waste water from the school Is
cleaned and returned to nature.

The Miller
Funeral Homes
311 North 4th St.
Murray Main Street
Hazel

January Clearance Sale
Through Sunday

Fan Sale

In thousands of dollars per yew '
Proposed
Cwrerd
Vce Prescient
$100.8
$175
Cabinet officers
611
.1.
138.8
$160
Caljnet department
deputy secretaries,
agency heads

Myers Lumber
of Murray, Inc. y
500 S 4th

$100.8
$175
Senate president;
alacrity, minority leaders

Store Hours: 7-5 Mon-Fri. 8-12 Sat.12"xl 2"

Ceiling
Tile
No 1202

187.8
$180
Senators, congressmen

25!

2x4-92%

Keys

Econo
Studs

59

7

Each

$135
Chief 'Lista?,
retired chief justice

246
ustom-Built Alum, coveredRafters
0.H.D
Wood
or
22 x 22 or 20 x 24
Steel
Other sizes available

C

Garages

$111.7
9175
Supreme Court
assooate justices

As Low As

1072
$166
Chicago Tribune Graphic; Some
Chicago Tribune news reports

$2990

Heater Sale

4., Each

Ft

$77A

5-Blades with cane inserts
7 Yr. Warranty, 5 Speed with

753-6450
' -

$135
Speaker of the House

Murray

Monterey
52" Ceiling Fan

3

No 240 Seal Down
Roofing
'h' Plywood 2x4 Fascia
Alum
Decking
Covered

R.a

,„
Anent

tos
4" Conctete
'h''
Celotex
Floor 12" Footing
Under Siding

c_Steel
s"mce
Door

Rai
Wall

Hutch
Stoves et Heaters
Sale

Herboord
or Vinyl
Siang

—Completely Erected-Includes Concrete Floor—
Call for additional information

Reg. $699 $500

For all your
Travel Reservations
Call

Marjorie and
Bill Major
753-0880
representing
American and
International
Traveltime

8 Regular
Gravel
Concrete
Mix
Blocks

59.c.ch

$ 1 99
80 Lb. Bag

Alt $419 $320

Brick

$137"

Rit
,

WO $370-

Per Thousand

3000 +
Free Delivery

Tra
m
Dottcenter
Bel Air Shopping Center

Murray, KY

FORMERLY RICKMAN-NORSWORTHY
CASH & CARRY

SALE ENDS SATURDAY

Prices good

759-1390

at Murray only

OPFS: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-7:00, Sat •
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By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
It's always nice to be home for
the holidays, but for the Murray
State Racers, being home just
after the holidays is enough.
The Racers spent their
Christmas vacation suffering
through a 2-5 road trip, however,
since returning to Racer Arena
MSU has put together back-toback wins, 69-53 over Kentucky
State, Jan. 3 and last night's
shilacking of Evansville, 83-72.
As usual,sophomores Don Mann
and Jeff Martin provided most of
Murray's damage to the Purple
Aces, but, in keeping with the
growing trend, Murray State got
considerable bench help, as it ran
Its record to 6-5.
Martin scored a career-high 36
points, the most scored by a Racer
at home since Lamont Sleets matched that total in 1984, and recorded three blocked shots, the third
being his 50th career rejection.
Martin also gathered in 10 rebounds and recorded an assist and
a steal.
Mann's three three-point shots
helped him to score 16 points. He
had six assists for the second consecutive game and chipped in with
a pair of rebounds and a steal.
However, it was the play of
MS1.7's unsung heroes that brought
praise from head coach Steve
Newton.

The role players on this team
are beginning to surface," he said.
-People are doing a better job of
finding the people with the hot
hand. Tonight, that was Jeff.
''The other end of the court was
our problem. We gave up too
many (first-half points."
MURRAY STATE- Martin 15-24, 6-6,
36, Eversoll 5-7, 1-1, 11, Tiller 0-0, 0-0,
0, Kimbrough 1-1, 0-0, 2, Mann 5-11,
3-4, 16, Ford 3-3, 4-5, 10, Gold 1-1. 0-0
3, McClatchey 1-5, 4-6, 6, Ogden 0-0.
0-0, 0. TOTALS- 30-52, 18-22, 83
EVANSVILLE- Hadd6ck 3-4, 0-2, 6,
Bombe 1-1. 0-0, 2, Morning, 3-7, 0-0.6,
Haffner 4-12, 2-2, 14, Damson 44,0-0,
8, Jones 0-0, 0-0, 0, Donald 2-3, 0-0, 4,
Jackson 24, 0-1, 4, Hill 4-4, 2-2, 10,
Brand 0-2, 0-0, 0, Stmmorus 7-12, 1-2.
18, Godfread 0-1, 0-0, 0 TOTAL-S30-60, 5-9, 72.
Attendance- 2,900

Evansville, led by Marty Simmons' 18 points, took a 42-41 lead
into the half, but Murray made
some defensive adjustments and
the offense didn't miss a beat, as
the Racers ran off six straight
t,oints to take a 47-42 lead two and
a half minutes into the second half.
Senior Toney Ford and JC
transfer Craig Eversoll came out
of their offensive shells, scoring 11_
and 10 points, respectively, and
the Racers won going away.

"I'm proud of Toney," Newton
said. "He won our defensive
award last game and he came
through for us tonight."
"Basically, I was told to play
defense on (Scott) Haffner," Ford
said. "In the second half, I came
off the bench and the shots were
there and I was hitting them."
Haffner scored only six of his 14
points in the second half.
, "He's coming in and giving us
experience on the court," Mann
said of Ford. "He's a very good
shooter and he's contributing to
this team "
Junior College transfer Robert
McCiatchey is finally getting his
chance to contribute, as well. McClatchey is recovering from a
stretched fracture in his foot.
-'I feel like I'm coming back,"
be said. "I'd say I'm about 90 percent right now."
McCiatchey scored six points,
grabbed two rebounds and blotted
two shots.
"We're getting better. We're
still growing with each game,"
Martin said. "There's no limit to
our potential, we can be as good as
we want to be."
The Racers' next home game is
gainst IUPU-Indianapolis, Jan. 7,
at 7:30 p.m.
1LSU begins its OVC schedule,
Jan. 10, hosting preseason favorite
Middle Tennessee State, also at
7:30 p.m.

Bosworth offers apology

By DOUG TUCKER
AP Sports Writer
SAN DIEGO - The NCAA will
"come out with both guns blazing"
today in defense of its controversial drug-testing program,sources
told The Associated Press.
"Some of the things that have
been said are just ridiculous, and
they will be addressed," said a
source who asked not to be identified. "From all appearances,
they (NCAA officials) believe the
first year of the drug-testing program is a big success."
Delegates were still arriving today for the NCAA's 81st annual
convention
More than 20 football players,
including All-American
linebacker Brian Bosworth of

Murray's Toney Ford runs the Racer offense in last night's win over Evansville. Ford, who contributed 10
point* off of the beach, is one of the role players coach Steve Newton says*W be needed when the Racers
begin OVC play.
Photo

by Clay Walker

Oklahoma, were disqualified from
bowl games after testing positive
for banned drugs. Most of those
tested positive for anabolic
steroids, a bulk-building compound which experts say has been
linked to liver and prostate
cancer.
Bosworth, who was barred from
playing in the Orange Bowl on
New Year's Dal, was shown standing on the sidelines during that
game wearing a shirt that, in a
play on the name of the organization, read "National Communists
Against Athletes" as well as
"Welcome to Russia."
Bosworth's actions drew a
strong negative response from
Oklahoma officials and, on Monday, Coach Barry Switzer said the

In a statement issued through
the university on Monday,
Bosworth said he wanted to
apologize "to Walter Byers and
the NCAA for protesting their drug
program. I know the drug program is in the best interest of the
student-athlete and I should have
been sensitive to the NCAA."

junior linebacker wouldn't be
allowed to play for the Sooners
next season.

In another case arising from the
drug tests, Louisiana State defensive end Roland Barbay went to
court in an attempt to gain a
restraining order that would have
allowed him to play in the Sugar
Bowl. But a federal judge turned
down that plea after a lawyer
representing the NCAA produced
evidence that Barbay had received steroids from a body-builder

Galaxy brings you a

and not, as the player had claimed
earlier, from a doctor.
Recruiting will be the focus of
attention Thursday when
delegates will begin voting on
more than 150 agenda items.
"If there is anything that would
lead to something at this convention that could have quite an impact on things, it would be in the
area of recruiting," NCAA President Jack Davis said Monday.
One measure would make it illegal for boosters to help their
school recruit in any fashion.
Another would trim by about 50
percent the recruiting seasons for
football and basketball coaches.
Both measures have been endorsed by coaches associations and are
expected to pass.

The Calloway County
freshman team dropped a 36-32
decision to Benton, last night.
Tim Carpenter led the Lakers
with 10 points and Pookie Jones
added nine, as Calloway dropped to 4-2.
The Lakers will not have
much time to grieve the loss,
however, as they and the
freshman Lady Lakers play
host to Ballard County.
Calloway plays North Marshall, Jan. 8.

Giants remain grounded

-BREAKTHROUGH
and gives you a
We still have some of those:

Gibson's Country Hams
-,.

Whole or Half

By TOM CANAVAN
AP Sports Writer
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. The fans are louder, the days are
colder and the games mean more.
It's the time of year Bill
Parcells wants the New York
Giants running the ball, and they
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/kri
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lose game

. ...
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are doing it very well heading into
Sunday's NFC championship
game against the Washington
Redskins.
"You want to run now because
the weather gets bad here and you
are not guaranteed a good day,"
the Giants coach said Monday."If
you don't have a good day you probably won't be able to throw that
well."
The Giants have shown they can
run the ball, especially at Giants
(Cloned on page 9)
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a complete checkup
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light trucks.
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Call 753055
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The Racer Club All hold a
meeting tommorrow, at Seven
Seas restaurant at noon.
Racer head coach Steve Newton
will discuss the upcoming games
with Middle Tennessee State and
Tennessee Tech universities.

Terry's Paint &
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Louisville gets needed win
play and 40 minutes of effort to
beat that team (Florida State)
down there," Crum said. "We've
had a real difficult time putting
two halves together."
Louisville's best half was the
first against Nevada-Reno. The
Cardinals hit 20 of 34 field goals
and went on a 10-0 spurt midway
through the period for a 45-33
halftime lead.
But the second half was a different story.
Felton Spencer's field goal at
11:19 gave Louisville a 70-49 lead.
The Wolf Pack slowly chipped
away at the lead by working the
ball inside against the taller
Louisville team.
Trailing 81-88, Nevada-Reno's
Boris King hit a three-pointer and
Darryl Owens added a nine-foot
jumper, and Louisville's lead had
dwindled to 82-73.
But the Cardinals scored 10 of
the game's last 14 points for the
win.

By GIL LAWSON
Associated Press Writer
By DAVID STEPHENSON
Sports Writer
After being down by one at the
end of the first quarter, the Lady
Tigers of Murray High came back
to capture a victory from the
visiting Carlisle County girls'
team 52-48 Monday night.
''It's a great way to start off the
new year," Murray coach Jimmy
Harrell said of thf victory. "We
lost by 18 at Carlisle, so we were
really glad to win this one."
The Lady Tigers lead by four at
the half, and behind a trememdous
effort by junior Julie Bazzell,'pulled the lead out to seven by the end
of the third quarter. "We would
get a 9-point lead, but we would let
them come back," Harrell said.
"We had really good guard play
tonight, we had two freshman
guards running the show and they

LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Louisville
has a two-game winning streak going, but coach Denny Crtun says
his Cardinals must learn to play at
full speed for 40 minutes if it is to
continue.
Louisville led Nevada-Reno by
21 points Monday night, but allowed the Wolf Pack to get within nine
late in the game before taking a
92-77 win.
"They're getting a little complacent when they get ahead," Crum
said."We get a little lead and then
go through the motions."
Both Louisville and NevadaReno will be hitting the road to
begin conference play this week.
Louisville will visit 8-2 Florida
State on Wednesday for its Metro
Conference opener and the Wolf
Pack visits Montana and Montana
State of the Big Sky Conference
"It's going to take a lot better

did a trememdous job for us.
Bauell finished the game with
15 points on 6 field goals and 3-4
from the line. "She (Bazzell) had
a great game," Harrell said. "In
the second half, she had five steals
and she was able to capitalize on
all five, either on a field goal or
from the free throw stripe."
Ann Greenfield scored 12 points
and Amy Long added 10 in the
Tiger's winning cause.
The Lady Tigers' JV team captured a victory from the Comets
40-33 prior to the varsity game.
Jennifer Parker lead the JV squad
with 20 points. The JV girls' record
now stands at 3-1.
The Lady Tigers, now 3-4 on the
year, will travel to Reidland
Thursday for a game with the
Lady Greyhounds.
Lady Tiger Pam Prescott,

(Coat'd from page 8)
Stadium where they are 9-0 this
season. In their past three home
games, New York - led by Joe
Morris - has rushed fer 251, 226
and 216 yards. In October, they
had a 202-yard game against
Washington.
Parcells isn't easily impressed
by numbers. But he does like the
way the Giants running attack is
getting its yardage - 4, 5 and 6
'yards a pop.
"Some teams break a long run
or two and give the indication they
are running," he said. "I'm talking about running consistently,
success ratio per play, not just
yardage. Two runs for 65 yards
apiece is not consistency because
you are not controlling the ball,
the clock or the game."
That's just what the Giants want

to do against the Redskins in this,
the third meeting this season between the NFC East rivals. The
Giants won the two regular-season
games, winning 27-20 at home on
Oct. 27 and whipping Washington
24-14 on Dec. 7 in the nation's
capital in a game that was only
made close at the end.
Washington managed to hold the
c4ants to just 74 yards on 32 carries in that game,and Morris, who
rushed for more than 1,500 yards,
to 62 yards on 22 carries. But the
Redskins determination to stop
Morris opened things up for Giants
quarterback Phil Simms, who hit
15 of 29 passes for 285 yards and
three touchdown passes.
"People just can't shut down
Joe Morris and stop the Giants,"
Morris field. "There th more to the
Giants offense than Joe Morris."

By DAVID STEPHENSON
Spotlit Writer
The Calloway County Lady
Lakers jumped out to a 15-point
lead in the first quarter, but had to
fight off a tremendous comeback
attempt by the visiting Graves
County Lady Eagles for a 56-47
victory Monday night.
"We won the game in the first
quarter," Calloway coach Rose
Ross said. "We started pressing,
and when our press is working, we
are on top of our game."
The Lady Lakers were lead by
senior Liz Marquardt who scored
17 points. Junior Joanna Gibbs added 11 to the winning cause for
CCH.S.
"We played eight players, and
when we can do that the way we
did tonight, we feel we can go all
the way," Ross said. "Our subs
came in and did a great job.
Juniors Angela Woods and Tracy

SCOREBOARD
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Atlanta at New York
L.A. Clippers at Washington
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The Lady Racers return home
today after falling to DePaul, in
Chicago, last night. The Lady Blue
Demons defeated Murray State,
73-59, despite being out-rebounded
50-36.
The determining factor in the
game proved to be free throws.
MSU hit on nine of 16 attempts,
however, DePaul made 43 trips to
the line, connecting on 31.
Sheila Smith led Murray with 17
points and seven rebounds. Holly
Baker added 11 points and
rebounds.
Sally Anderson scored 25 for
DePaul and Diane Vines scored 22
while pulling down 10 rebounds
and tallying nine steals.
The Lady Racers shot 42 percent
from the field compared to
DePaul's 35.

The Eagles were lead by Missy
Barber who scored 13. Lisa Toon
added 11 for Graves County.
The Lakers will be at home Friday night for a meeting with the
Lady Cardinals from Mayfield.
The game starts at 6 pm.

ONANZA
I

The Fun Way To Play
Bingo And Win Big
Prizes Is Now On
MURRAY CABLEVISION

G

Pick Up Your Bonanza Bingo Card
At Any Of These Stores.

759-9888
Murray Rental & Sales

TICKETS

A TRUCK
YOU CAN LIVE WITH

available at the door
for all home games

OVC OPENER
Saturday Jan. 10, Women 5 p.m., Men 7 p.m.
Murray State vs. Middle Tennessee
WPSD Poster NightFree Poster To First 1500 People
Monday Jan. 12
Women 5 p.m., Men Lom,
e
_
- Murray State vs: Tenn.TOM- -

641 el

753-0021

Gerald Boyd,(Bruce)

K-Mart

753-0440

Storey's Food Giant
753.4015

Mike !laugher

Bei Air Center
753-8322
Cliff Higginson

WAAW will be an
Associate Sponsor
Downtown Ct. Sq. 759-1300

Bei Air Center
753.1390
Steve Cunningham

P

Purdoms Inc.
753-4472
Downtown Ct Sq.
Tommy Alexander

Murray State vs
IUPU Indianapolis
Wed. Night 7:30 p.m.
Bring The Whole Family

Air Center
Ron Salim

South 12th St.

753-2310
Olympic Plan
ROy Nekendrso

Sirloin Stockade
Bei

. Boyd's Auto Repair

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

753-8201
200 E Main St
Tony & Cindy

o

Anderson 3-6, 0-2, 6, Darnell 2-6, 4-4,
8, Gibbs 4-10, 3-3, 11, Marquardt 6-11,
5-10, 17, Muskgrow 2-8, 2-2, 6, Ross
1-1, 2-4, 4, Banks 0-0, 2-2, 2, Woods
0-1, 0-1, 0

Murray Cablevision's

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

Banks really got their feet wet,
and we need these people to get as
much playing time as they can to
prepare ourselves for what lies
down the road."
The Lakers built a 20-point lead
during the third quarter, but Gibbs
twisted her knee and had to come
out of the game. Calloway started
to get into foul trouble in the second half, but the Lady Lakers
held on for the win.
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However, this much is known' Women
)and probably men) lose excessive
amounts of calcium from their bones
starting in middle age This loss can
weaken bones and lead to fractures.
height loss and pain The calcium loss
accelerates after menopause_ In
women, tlLts loss can be counteracted
by hormone replacement. However,
not all postmenopausal women are
candidates for hormone pills; they
may not choose to take supplements,
or there may be sound medical reasons why they should not.
Although less effective than hormone pills, exercise and added dietary calcium (with or without fluoride) can help most women to reduce
calcium loss. In my opinion, calcium
pills are a harmless way to help counteract calcium excretion Low doses
of a thiazide diuretic, as is contained
in Dyazide, actually enhance the flow
of calcium into bones
Therefore, I don't agree with your
doctor. I think that calcium pills and
Dyazide go well together, unless the
patient has history of kidney stones;
then the two compounds must be used
with caution. In your case, the use of
supplemental dietary calcium seems
to be a good idea.
DEAR DR. GOTT - I have a very

dry scalp despite all the different
shampoos I've tried, What can you
suggest?
DEAR READER - Dry scalp can
be caused by shampooing too often or
it can indicate a skin condition, such
as psoriasis or seborrhea Check with
your doctor or- a dermatologist to discover the cause of your dry scalp

Multi-million dollar lawsuit filed
Monday in Dupont Plaza Hotel fire

SAN JUAN,Puerto Rico(AP — system, fire walls, and lighted ex- between the two sides broke down
1Awsuits seeking a total of $19 its, and for telling to have a safe shortly before the fire started. The
million have been filed on behalf evacuation plan.
union has denied involvement in
the
accuses
also
suit
of
two
Torres'
victims
of
the
Dupont
the
fire.
Plaza
DEAR DR. GOTT - When I was
the
sealing
and
"closing
Hotel
fire,
hotel
of
for the hotel aummoncharging
hotel
Lawyers
manageboth
my
pregnant,
months
seven
ment with negligence in the blaze casino doors and entrapping the ed Dupont Plaza employees to a
mother and I heard my baby crying
inside me. Was this just our
that killed 96 people and injured decedent." Hotel officials have nearby hotel Monday for questionimagination*
denied the casino exits were lock- ing in their own investigation.
more than 140 others.
Luis Izquierdo Mora, the
The suits involve a Puerto Rican ed at the time of the fire.
DEAR READER - In order for huBy Peter H. Gott, MD.
Hotel management did not im- Island's health secretary, said
man beings to make vocal sounds, air
man who died and another man
must pass between the vocal cords.
mediately respond to the suit.
who was injured. They were flied
Monday that 20 people remained
DEAR DR GOTT - I've been takBefore birth, the baby receives its oxThe New York Times today hospitalized, one in critical condiin
U.S.
District
Monday
Court,
one
ing Dyazide for 10 years, as well as
ygen from the umbilical cord; its
day after commonwealth Gov. Quoted a high-ranking federal in- tion. Pathologists at the Institute
calcium and magnesium. Recently I
lungs are filled with fluid and it does
Rafael Hernandez Colon said in- ,Vestigator in San Juan as saying of Forensic Sciences had idensupposed
to
take
you're
not
read that
not "breathe.- Your baby could not.
the fire started after an arsonist tified 72 bodies by Monday night.
calcium with diuretics, so I asked my
have used its voice before it had takencl vestigators found proof the New
• doctor about it. He said I should have
Many victims were charred
Year's Eve fire was set Ignited furniture stored in plastic
its first breath at birth,
asked him about this years ago, and
area"
wrapping
"In
the
ballroom
recognition, requiring exbeyond
Intentionally.
For information regarding the
he told me to stop taking the calcium
of
the
hotel..
-year-old
Juan
to
use dental record% X63
perts
family
of
The
causes and treaunent of impotence,
I told him I. thought I needed the
The newspaper quoted the rap, autopsies and personal efthe
worked
at
who
Torres,
Rceario
write
for
your
copy
of
Dr.
Gott
's
new
calcium (I'm 54 and female). He said
Health Report on IMPOTENCE. Send
hotel, is seeking $9 million in unidentified official as saying in- fects to identify them.
it was a gimmick by the calcium lob$1 and your name and address to P.0
damages. Its suit charges Torres vestigators were seriously conby, and that neither he, his wife or his
Among attorneys for the
Box 91428, Cleveland, OH 44101-3428
mother take it. What do you think'
suffered greatly before his death sidering the possibility the arRosario
Torres family are Lugo &
Be
sure
to
mention
the
titk.
DEAR READER - The final word
because of the "intentional, sonist may have intended only to
Berkowitz, with offices in Hato
01987, NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE AN
on calcium supplements is not in yet.
property,
not
destroy
the
damage
negligent and careless acts of the
Ray. Also helping is Speiser,
hotel or kill guests.
defendant."
Krause & Madole of New York,
both
the
said
the
burning
of
It
The suit names as defendant
lead attorneys for plaintiffs in the
Hotel Systems International of plastic wrapping and the fur- 1980 Stouffers Hotel fire in HarSanta Monica, Calif., which at- niture, which apparently was rison, N.Y., which claimed 26
torneys for the plaintiffs said owns made mostly of synthetic, lives. That suit was settled for
iii3letun-based material, "causment construction practices. but details must still be worked the Delaware-based San Juan DuFRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
heat and a great deal of $49.5 million, the firm said.
intense
ed
Corp.
pont
Plaza
indicted.
and
were
Eleven
people
out.
former
the
D.
Flora,
William
The attorney for Aponte
A second suit, seeking $10 poisonous smoke."
deputy commissioner of the state four, including Flora. have pleadEdwards is charged with five
other
and
Hernandez
Colon
Rodriguez;
John P. Coale, said his
by
was
filed
damages,
million
in
guilty.
ed
Department of Parks, has pleaded
counts of failure to make required
Washington-based law firm,
Jose Aponte Rodrigutz, who was authorities have refused to name
Flora was charged with taking
guilty to five counts of theft in condisposition of property in connec- In the casino when the fire broke suspects, but have noted that the Coale,
k & Murgatroyd,
nection v‘ith the' use of state state-owned lighting fixtures, election with some heating equipment
Teamsters local representing represents 50,000 Indians in conout. Aponte Rodriguez suffered a
materials at a personal residence. trical supplies, plywood and two
that was supposed to be installed broken ankle and a concussion.
about 250 Dupont Plaza workers nection with. an insecticide gas
Under a plea agreemenliwith commodes. The items apparently
at three state parks. Paxton is
was engaged in a contract dispute leak at a Union Carbide plant that
suits
contend
the
20-story
The
built
in
Flora
house
into
a
went
the attorney general's office
charged with five counts of comkilled more than 2,000 people in
hotel management. with
was
negligent
in
failluxury hotel
entered in Franklin Circuit Court Versailles.
plicity to commit theft in connecstriktat
voted
to
local
had
Bhopal,
India in 1984. The case is
The
install
fire-prevention
ing
to
surprised
agreement
The
plea
Monday, prosecutors will recomtion with the charges against
midniEht New Year's Eve. Talks
still pending, he said.
measures such as a sprinkler
mend that Flora receive three- prosecutors in the case because Edwards.
year sentences on each of the Flora had rejected a more lenient
Burton said he has offered a pre-\charges, but serve only six years. offer when the proceedings began.
The trial of two others indicted
trial diversion program under
The agreement also calls for Flora
BOBBY WOLFF
to repay the $1,516 cost of as a result of the investigation was which the two would be placed on
probation. If the probation 18 coni.-materials he was charged with delayed Monday while prosecutors and defendants attemp- pleted, the charges against them
taking.
would be dismissed. The agreeJudge Ray Corns said he will ted to reach agreements.
am a pirt ofailthat Ihave met." ample of how duplicate bridge can
Franklin Commonwealth's Atment would also require Edit.*
sentence Flora after a standard
— Alfred, Lord Tennyson offer more excitement than rubber
pre-sentencing investigation. torney Morris Burton said he has to make restitution to the state.
bridge
Flora will remain free on bond un- reached a "general understanFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Burton said the agreement
ding" with Tim Edwards,a Camptil sentencing.
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ticipating in the EPA study.

Calcium loss
and supplements

Former parks commissioner pleads guilty

-
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State to distribute
radon detectors
in 1,254 homes --
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THE FAR SEIM

By GARY LARSON

Seminar planned
on meaning of
Nazi death camps
NEW YORK (AP) The
American Jewish Committee says
Poland's Roman Catholic Catdine' Franciszek liarcharski of
Kracow has agreed to help
organize a series of meetings
there on the meaning of Auschwitz
where Jews were slaughtered
under the Nazis.
In a letter to Rabbi Marc Tannenbaum, the committee's international affairs director, the cardinal said such seminars can
make for deepened understanding
of what the deaths mean to Jews,
Christians and and "what it should
be to the entire mankind."

BLOND IF

Hog market listed
Pelleesa 9696. Markel News Service Johemary
leitt
Keliftleity

c-le.11263
4.1141 un.•••••, 0..oss Sr'.'.

"Uh-oh, Donny. Sounds like the monster in the
basement has heard you crying again.... Let's
be reaaaal quiet and hope he goes away."
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n 198'7 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the Part-A
deductible and copayment amounts.
You will be required
to pay even more of
the bill. In fact, if you
go to the hospital,
you or your insurance
will have to pay the
first $520.00 before
Medicare
pays
anything. For free information call:

Furches
Jewelry,Inc.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
/53-4199
"Our Ma Year

A great Christmas ideaconvert your old home
movies to video tape.
Quick service. Re•
asonable rates. Call
901-642-7526 or 753-8383
after 6p.m.

8

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE HERE
753-1916

New VCR?
If your family
got a new
VCR in Dec.
or Jan.
FREE
Video Club
Membership

Jane
Chapman
1s30
said the
little birdie
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY!

•

3. Card of Thanks

Bring in "proof of
purchase" and
we'll give you a
FREE
1
yr.
membership
TO 60
OVAPLALumw
Cheri Theaters Lobby

4
. -•

Total Fitness
Program

Join Us For
Worship And
Praise
Sundays 6 p.m.
Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDA
MINISTRIES
115 S. 4th St.

In
In
a
DT

of
ifta
os

s,

LOST - black female
Lab. Penny Road. Answers to Max. Reward.
Call 753-0798.
WTI - near East
Silvery-gray male cat
with white markings. Call
7156-9060. Reward offered.

Winter Session
Begins Jan. 12
8 Wk. Session
Mon.-Wed. 7 p.m.
Tues.-Thurs. 5:30 p.m.

For more into call
Robin BrIttaln
753-7597

6. Help Wanted
AIRLINES now hiring.
Flight Attendants,
Agents, Mechanics,
Customer Service
Salaries to $50K. Entry
level positions. Call 805687-6000 Ext. A-8155 for
current listinks.
DABYSITTER needed
In my home. Mon-Fri.
starting in Feb. Referances required. Call
750-4926.
CARETAKER for lady.
Weekdays Mon.-Fri.
6A.M. to 4:30P.M.
Weekends Fri. 4:30
P.M. through Sun.
4:30P.M. Call 753-0251.
COUNTER help. 20-46
hours per week. Must be
able to work day or afternoon shift. Apply in
person between 1-5. No
phone calls. T.J. Bar-Ei-Q,
806 Cheitnut St.
DRIVER'S wanted must be 18 years of age,
have own car and proof
of insurance. Apply at
Domino's Pizza.

Medicare Supplement Insurance
Plans. We are pleased to make this
announcement. Even though the
plan will cover the new'520 deductible the cost mill remain below
31.00 monthly.
For information call

Bennett & Associates
305 N. 4th

Murray, Ky.

CARD OF THANKS
The family of Ken.
ateTodd would like to
acknowledge deep
appreciation.
To
everyone
who
brought food and
every act of kindness
showed tobur family.
Special thanks to
Bro. Jerry Bradford
for the comforting
words at the funeral.
Thanks to Chestnut
General
Baptist
Church.
The Miller Funeral
Home of Murray for
making our time of
grief bearable.
Thank you,
The family of
Kermie Todd

753-7273

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

e

Ys

of
lp

1 Equality
4 Transpose
abbr.
6 Domain
11 Tree of
mimosa
family
13 Symbol
15 Negative
prefix
16 Denude
18 Dines
19 Meadow
21 Wife of Zeus
22 Thulium
symbol
23 Hold dear
26 Everyone
29 Doom
31 Asterisk
33 Maiden loved
by Zeus
34 "- American
in Paris"
35 Decay
38 Pigpen
39 River in Italy
40 That thing
2

1

3

Answor to
Provious Puzzle

41 Paddles
43 Expel
45 Conducted
47 Occupants
50 River in
Siberia
52 Mud
53 Antlered
animal
56 Labyrinth
58 Aida, e.g.
60 "- Golden
Pond"
61 One who eats
to reduce
63 Thoroughfare
65 Projecting
teeth
66 Compass
.
point
67 Southwestern
Indian
DOWN

STRAP
EA
ODD
THEOlg
Ell ELDS
ANTARES
EM
ST
TOTE
AGRO
MA
NO
LIE L `if
DOLE
IRATE
ALAS
LE
IWTO
SLOT
EUIODE
ACRE
BU
HIES FIROT
ONE
AWNE
GLIB
NU
OLISTEN
RIB/
BR
DRAGON
ED I BLU
LISTS
T E0
SS
part of
5 More unusual
6 Meals
7 Printer's
measure
8 Encourage
9 South
American
animal
10 Gary Carter,

1 Bucket
2 Land
measure
3 Sun god
4 G ve a tenth
5

4

11

12

15

16 II

6

9

5

7

10

13 111114

11
IIII

18

.1
III

29

31
35

34

to41
45 148

lad
61

25

II
36

ill

ill

MINI
33
3i)

id

1142

mid
iiiUUUWA"

ill
Mil
52111

11

53

ill
iiii

IIIUI•l

e.g.
12 Cesium
symbol
14 Ed's concern
17 Flower
20 Perform
24 Deli specialty
25 Chapeau
27 Part of face
28 Booty
29 Fall short
30 Poker stake
32 Hindu
peasant
36 Grain
37 Earthquakes
42 Cut
44 Employ
16 "The Dirty
•

Ill

III
23 24

EXCELLENT Income
for part time home
assembly work. For
into, call 504-641-8003
Ext. 8047.
GOVERNMENT jobs
116,040459,230/yr. Now
hiring. Call 805-687-8000
Ext. R-8155 for current
federal list.
ROUSEKEEPER
needed. Must like children, be efficient and
dependable. Send resume to P.O. Box 1060-A

Mirrray Ledger 81 Times
kr- Sib

IIK

WHIRLPOOL refrigerator, only $8 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear-Whirlpool,
758-C4196
16. Home Furnishinp

trrxrrrrr-r7e771
Kimball bedroom suite
Including s,.,*!ress and
mirror. s--Y40 r best
offer. CV 751-1a.0.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer, only $6 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
753-0666.

lill •

48 Regions
49 Audacity
slang
51 Second of a
group
54 Bumpkin
55 Joint
56 'Trapper
John, 57 Three-toed
sloths
59 Diphthong
62 Actor
Marshall
64 Greek letter

27. Mobile Nuns kr Sale

34

1986 WILLOW Creek,
14x80, 3 BR, 2 bath.
central air unit, 10x9
storage building included. All must be
moved or make arrangementa with park
owner $17,000 or take
over payments with
small down payment
437-4679 or 7511-1419.

MobNe Homes tor Rent
P 3 BR furnlalie or
unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gas.
electric, air conTN
Muri
Sr71(A1%it career •
ditioned Shady Oaks
immediate opening.
19 Farm Equipment
753-5209
Property • Casualty Good salary/ benefit CASE 200 tractor, woods NICE 2 BR trailer, near
package. Work in Ben- bushhog-blade, boom Murray. No pets. Call
ton office. Priority pole, chain-saw, lumber, 410-2811.
given to experience in 16h.p. wheel horse riding
Commercial Lines. mower, 1968 F-100 pick- 30. Business Rentals
Send resume to Peel & up. Good prices on all.
I BAY shop with office k
Holland • P.O. Box 97 - 474-8884 or 758-0640. Ask parts room. 3 miles east
Benton, KY. 42025 - for Tim.
on 280. Formerly used as
Attention David Moffitt.
753-8848.
20. Sports Equipment
No calls.
ERCIAL space
REED a job? 4 openings roo sale or trade
suitable for „office or
now. You may qualify Stevens 12
guage double small retail business.
If: (1)you do not have
barrel shotgun, like Located on 121 by-pass.
GED or your high new, $150.
Phone 753- $275 monthly. Call 758school diploma, (2) you
6856 after 6P.)i.
7161
have been out of school
OFFICE rental- 211 S.
9 months or more, (3) 22.'Musical
12th St. 800-900 sq. ft.
you are between ages 16
Central heat & air
& 21. We are a EOE. PIANO. Baby Grand. conditioning. Call 753This project is funded Refinished, Mahogany 1694 till 5p.m., 758-7123
by the Western Ky. cabinet. New strings, after 5p.m.
Private Industry hammer, frame, keys,
OFFICE space and
Council- JTPA. Call etc. $3500. Daytime
space for small busiJ.T.P.A. Out Of School 753-4648, Evenings 759- ness. Southside Shop758-9378 between 8:30- 1066.Also, house
SPINET/ Console ping Center.
12:00 5 days a week.
o n Ky. Lake.
REED delicatessen Piano for sale: Wanted: 753-6612 or 753-4409.
worker and experienced Reasonable party to
cashier. Apply in person take over piano. See
Office space for rent
at Owen's Food Market, locally. Call 1-800-2281216.
on Court Square.
1407 West Main.
UPRIGHT piano Calf
$150 a month
753-9762.
Month-to-month
WANTED: Responsible
Rental.
party to assume small
Call 753-1916
monthly payments on
piano. See locally. Call
ext. 41
manager at 618-234-1306
anytime.
32. Apts for Rent
FOR SALE
Spinet-Console Plano Bargain
Wanted: Respond:is port/ to
tile over low mordy wastes
on spinet *no. See localy.
Cal Mr. Pwry 1804255-9500
ext. 608A

5. Lost and Found

Fun' Choreographed'
Progressive Workout'

No Rate Increase on
Medicare Supplement
Insurance!!
Bennett & Associates has received notice there will be No Rate Increase on the "Preferred Pool"

cas "
Os

N ettCII -IV Milo Wanted --

GLASS work: auto
60,01, plate glass, window glass, insulated
glue, storm windows,
and door repair. Patio
door glass, glass table
Court Square
tops, mirror cut and
GOING OUT
replaced. Store fronts,
doors and closers
OF BUSINESS alum.
and hindges repaired
All Repairs & Some types of odd Jobs
home improvement
Layaways must and
work done. Insurance
claims welcome M&G
be picked up
Complete Glass Co.,
by Friday,
Dixieland Center,
Phone 758-0180.
Jan. 9, 1987
PARRETT S Service
has economy
TM Gold Nugget, weaf Center
mufflers- for $21.96 inside of square,
stalled. 200 N. 4th St.,
Mayfteld, Ky. 247-6762.
Murray, KY. 758-8001.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.

9. Situation

Wanted

24. Miscellaneous

Two Women
Will Clean
Houses or
Offices.
Call
759-1674
after 10 a.m.

tarlot

utrwro-aw.-Nor-

clean
houses
offices.
Have
references
Call
753-3781 or
753-6298
after 5 p.m.

Wa

Extra nice 1981
14x52 2 BR
Moble Home.
Like new
condition.
CaN
753-3263 days,
753-5086 nights

Houses for

Rent

M

49.Used

2 BEDROOM, 6 miles
from town. Appi furnished. Garden space.
$175 month. $150 deposit. Call 753-7743 ask
for David
BEDROOM in Lynn
Grove area References
and deposit required
Phone 438-4195.
BEDROOM house,
newly decorated. $275
per month plus 1200
deposit. Call 763-2342.
1 RR house near University, excellent for office or
family, newly decorated,
$400 a month. Call 7582967
4 BR house, partially
furnished, near campue.
Call 753-9303.
ATTRACTIVE 4 bedroom, 2 bath, brick
house. Appliances and
drapery furnished. $450
per-month rent, $400
deposit. Call 753-8836.

53. Services

Cars

1977 LINCOLN Continental. 4 door, fully
loaded, new Michelin
tires excellent condition. 07.000 miles $8000.
Used Maytag washer
and dryer, $100 for both.
Call after 51-' M
753-7292,
1979 rDO0R Old.
mobile Delta 86 Roytilt,
ale. Power,
AM-FM
Excellent ,ksk‘orun. $1,596
Call 48Y-W33 anytime.
1979 CHEVROLET
Caprice Classic. 9
passenger station wagon. Perfect running
condition. Good body.
$2876 or best offer Call
753-1890.
1981 MERCURY Lynx,
deluxe model 2 door,
power steering, 4 speed.
Immaculate inside and
out. 30 MPG. $1,496. Call
488-2733 anEtime.
1982 BUICK Regal. 4
door. $4600. Call
37. Livestock -Suppires
4D-4912.
SANTI-bertufs
1983 OLDSMOBILE- waBrahama bull, 26 gon. 3 seat, good solid
Brahama heifers due to transportation. $5000.
calf March 15. Also open 1977 Ford Granada good
Banti-Gertuis heifer condition. $1150. Call 492ready to breed. One mare 8861.
and pony Reasonably 1 9 8 4 F-T-Elt 0 GT.
priced. 474-8684 or 75E- Loaded, AM-FM stereo.
0640. Ask for Tim
AC, alloy wheels, 27,000
SIMMENTAL and miles, 1,500 on new
Simbrah bulls. Per- engine. $4700. Call 753formance & semen 9622.
tested. Excellent qual- 1984 FORD Tempo
ity. $660 & -up. Cadiz, Warrantied commutor
Ky. 522-8704.
car. Like new, 52xx
$4500. Call 754048.
38. Pets-Supplies

3 BEDROOM brick, 1
bath, electric heat and
air, small garden space.
Small out-building.
Located on quiet street
near University. Priced
in 30's. Call 758-3071.
SY owner, 3 bedroom
house must sell right
away. Just repainted,
TVA approved installation. New roof, gas heat,
nice yard. 1628 Farmer
Ave. Call 753-9449. Price
$81,500.
FOR SALE BY OWNER
- 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
Tri-Level home in
Gatesbrough Sub. Central heat and air. Large
lot with garden area.
Must see to appreciate.
Call 753-001

48.

Auto Services

MOB, Midgot,
M0B-GT, Austin,
Morris Minor
E Used Parts
E Minor Repairs
Interior Work
O Detailing

753-8087
(Clip and Save)s`

9. Used Cars
rtvuotrITT Fury.
Best offer. Call 753-4880
ask for John anytime
after 4P.M.
ilifliDATSUN B210, 2-dr..
auto. transmission, 47,000
miles. local car, real good
shape. $1800. 498-8718 So.
Hamel.

FENCE sales at Wears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
HOSFORD'S Boat
Storage, 94 East 4
miles You lock, you
store. Bays 12x23.
Phone 753-3143.
TIMTLATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high healing and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet k upholstery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753-5827.
Satisfied references.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair.
Phone 758-7208.
MOBILE HOME
Specialist Repair.
leveling, underpinning,
mots, floors, plumbing,
wiring, hurricane
straps..759-4850
work on your
trees? We can beautify
your yard by toping,
shaping, dead-wooding or
removing dead or diseased trees. For
satisfaction call the proven Professionals at
Bover's Tree Service- 7530338. The competition
1984 LTD, brougham, knows us- you should too.
charocal, all power, Mt,
air, cruise, power windows, new tires, $6500.
Call 489-2704 after 6p.m.

2 SAIL boats • 1-16 foot
Larson "C" Scow,
fiberglass. 1-18.foot
Chrysler Buckaneer,
fiberglass. Both with
traller,excellent condition. 436-2879.
53, Services Offered
2 MEN want to do yard
work. Tree trimming,
removal of unwanted
trees & shrubbery,
hauling & wood for sale.
No job to big or small.
Free estimates. References, experience.
Call 753-0680- or
759-1683.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 25 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753-1872, 4385848 (home).
APPLIANCE repair.
washers- dryers.
refrigerators- rangesair cond. George Hodge
& Son, 10 Dixieland
Shopping Center* 7534669.
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dishwashers, refrigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354-6956 or 7535841.
CARPET installation,'
professional service.
Also repairs. Satiafac-,
tion guaranteed. Glenn
Bebber 750-1247.
CONTRACTOR- carpentry, painting. Big or
small we do it all.
Quality work done for
less. Free estimates.
489-2863.
15&G Builders. Experienced builders of
houses, garages &
storage buildings. Call
474-8000.
A-1 Fireplace and
Gas Repair, Chimney
Cleaning, Masonary
Wort, Damper, Hood
and Firebox Repair.

HOME,DOOR
& FLOOR
REPAIRS

753-9440
NOTICE. formerly
Joiner Tree Service now
Colley's Tree Service,
14 years experience.
Topping, pruning or
stump removal. Complete tree care. Owner:
Elroy Colley- 753-0366
for free estimate.
ODD job specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do it. You
buy, I install. You
break, I 'fix. Call 4362868 evenings.
PAIgTING = Paper
hanging, commerical or
residential, Free es•
timates, References. 25
years experience,
Tremon Farr!, 759-1987
PAINTING int. k ext.
Sheetrock finishing,
texture ceiling. Sandblasting. Spray painting. Over 15 years
experience. Ralph
Worley, 750-1060,
SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and
models. Home & Industrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
UGLY Duckling Rent-ACar. Also, used cars
wholesale to the public.
Cut out the middle man.
Buy direct. We have
warranties from 6 mo. to
2.years or 24,000 miles on
some cars. We rent cars,
trucks, vans- day, week,
or the month. Some cars
as low as $11 a day, 11
cents a mile. Special
monthly rates. 1312 W.
Main. Phone 753-6910.
WANTED Inside painting jobs. 20 years
experience. Cheapest
man in Murray. Call
753-8109,
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construttion Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah. Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.

Wulff & Sons
Kitchen Cabinet
Recovery

753-0953
RAMILfON Cultured
Marble, tops- sinkspanels, custom made
vanities. Free Est, 7539400.
ENERAL Building
Repair- 20 years experience. Roofing &
painting, indoor & outdoor. Odd jobs. No Job
to small. 474-8057.
by Sears.
Sears Continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.

minirran

Need An
Extra Car For
A Few Days?
14 Per Day
14 Per Mile

56. Free Column

yrrtings.

part Collie
4
part Lab. 8 weeks old.
Call 753-3974

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABiNITS
& CUSTOM WrODWORKING
Ourri
70 •111401.
41,111,V1NICI
IN000 CASIANTS
RAISED PANEL DOORS e
Orel • Oak • WAIrprt • CRAM•

ftpi11 From Goni. A•

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
502-753-2617

Moro/

DRIVEWAYS- white
rw
usr. or graveled.
rocked
Also, top soil. Call

AKC Toy Poodles. Blake
your pick now with
deposit. 3 males and 1
female, born Dec. 20th,
$75 each. 502-486-2901.
AKC black Lab female
pups. 3 months. Fulton
50. Used Trucks
502-472-3880.
FOR sale or trade. 1973 FORD truck, call
rabbit dog, 3 1/2 year after 4P.M. 758-5109.
old beagle. Call 1979 DODGE 4x4, 6 cyl.,
s.w.b., 01200. Call 753753-7161.
117111/E1777 years 7161.
1979 ELCAMINO with
old, $50. Call 758-9291.
PEEKAPOO, $85; re- Gem top. Also, 3-piece tan
gistered Chihuahua, living room suite. Call
$175; „registered 759-4111.
•
Pekinese, $175. 1-87952. Boats-Motors
8532.

2 11 tTh.P.00V unfurnished apt Call 7532341.
I BEDROOM duplex in
nice private area. Appliances furnished. Lease
and deposit required. No
pets. Call 758-3343.
3 BR apt. Located at
1104 Pogue St. $185 rent
& deposit. Before 5p.m. 43. Real Estate
753-3415, after 5p.m.-,
ROPPERTA Realty
758-7123.
2 BR duplex. 2 BR offers a complete range
furnished apt. Loam & of Real Estate services
deposit. No pets. 753- with a wide selection of
quality homes in the
9206 after 4p.m.
CHEERY large 2 bed- city k in the county. All
price ranges. Phone
room apt. partially
758-1222 for courteous,
furnished. $260 per
competent Real Estate
month includes gas heat
service. We make buyand water. North 7th St.
ing & selling Real
Phone 758-4923.
Estate easy for you.
ERMA nice, large, furWaited, 1 BR apt. Utilities 4 4. Lots for Sale
paid. Near hospital & University. Deposit re- 16 ADJOINING Iota quired. 753-0756 or 753- New Concord area. All
for $ 1 2 0 0. Phone
11115.
FURNISHED duplex 486-5574.
on lake front, 2 apts. 45. Farms for Sale
with 2 BR, water furnished, no pets. $250 Off" ARE cattle farm,
running water, 2 barns
plus deposit. 436-2402.
LARGE upstairs apt. and house. Fenced.
Private entrance for 3 Good neighbors. $65,000
or 4 girls, furnished, - slightly negotiable.
utilities included, nice Phone 474-8884 or 758neighborhood. Call 753- 0640. Ask for Tim.
2813.
46. Homes for Sale

43 SQ. yds. plush green
carpet - $80. 24 sq. yds.
sculptured copper - $20.
753-9370.
'73-'81 FORD truck sliding glass, $35. Chevrolet
3-speed transmission,
$100. 350 Chevrolet engine, $350. 350 Pontiac
engine, $250. GMC V-8
engine, $250. 400 Chrysler
engine, $250. 173, 228, 305,
350, 400, 396, 454 Chevrolet
heads, $75 a pair. GM
1XPERIENCED house radiators, $35. 1967-73
keeper will clean Ford truck parts: windhomes. Excellent re- shield $36, rear end $75,
ferances. Call 753-8642 doors $35, chrome bumor 759-4804.
pers $25, fenders $35, 3EXPERIENCED speed overdrive transmother, foster mother, mission $125, power
and babysitter will steering $75, Willys Jeep
babysit in my home, Running gear $400. All
days, nights, and parts guaranteed. Can
weekends. Call 759-4722.
Install. Phone 753-6580.
FOR sale or trade- 4
good all Season radial
Mother
tires, mounted on 4
truck wheels, $100. Call
758-7161.
my home. Er
by owner,
Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
Weekdays only. Small equity. Pay-off thwood
Now renting. Equal
balance. Call after
Housing Opportunity.
Preferably two 6P.M. 001-642-7672.
759-4964.
years old and LARGE, large, large VIEVT'In duplex
selection of storage
in Westwood, with large
older. tkee‘-t°
buildings in stock for
wood deck. $325 month.
Immediate delivery.
75.gra117
Lease, deposit. 753-0814.
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield, NICE I bedroom
duplex. Stove, refrtg.
/ will babysit in my home
71
50447-781141
.
and water furnished. 2
after 3p.m. Call 753-0145.
sell
garage miles east. $195 plus
WOULD like to clean door with automatic
office or house. Call door opener. Also, deposit. 753-1518 after
753-3781 or 7534298 after 32"x80" storm door. 4P.M.
NICE one bedroom
5p.m. Have references.
Call 750-4909.
duplex, near downtown.
OAK and hickory
Unfurnished. Lease. No
firewood $27.50 rick,
pets. $140 per month.
Will
delivered. Call 436-2778.
Deposit. Call 758-3913
OAK firewood, $25 a
NOW Leasing, new
or
rick, delivered
condo-style apartments,
stacked: Call 750-4005.
University view, patio,
TEASONED firewood. large 2 bedroom, apOak, hickory, mixed pliances, microwave,
hardwoods- min. order- 2 central gas heat and air,
ricks- 120/rick delivered. quiet and ideal for retired
For a full measure- call persons. $350 monthly.
John Boyer at 753-0338.
Call 758-8096.
I.TP grade your old system ROW available furat dealer cost. Satellite nished heated 4 room
Repair Service, Murray, apt. No pets or children.
474-2748.
Convenient location.
WASHER and dryer. Deposit required. $200
Also. 1969 VW. Call 759- per-month. 436-2755.
4915.
NOW renting 1 & 2 BR
10. Business Opportunity
W HIRLPOOL apts. at Embassy, Car/NVISTOR seeTrin. microwave oven, only dinal & College Farm
vestment. Private party $4 per week. Rudolph Rd. Apts. Call 753-3530.
seeks hands on and/or Goodyear- Whirlpool,
Now renting 1 & 2 BR'
equity position with pro- 753-0595.
apts. at Embassy, Carposed, new or existing
dinal & College Farm
business. Write W.C. Bu- 25. Business Services
Apts Call 753-1530.
ster Kern. P.O. Box 502, .1b4cE Noel Taxer- Rd.
Murray. Ky. 42071.
vice Reasonable rates ONE bedroom ApartFor appointment call ment. Located at 1628-C
Miller Ave. one block
14. Want to Buy
489-2440.
from campus. $120 rent
WANT to buy raw furs
and deposit. Call 753-3115.
26. TV-Radlo
Stanley Owen McAfter I pen 753-7123
IAAGNAN, OT console
Clellan, Pulaski, Ill
applications
TAKilift
TV.
color
only $7 per
Phone 618442-6316.
Section 8. Rent
week
Rudolph for
1, 2 or 3
15. Articles for Sale
Goodyear- Whirlpool, Subsidized apt.
BR. Apply Hilldale
IntI51toolv suite $150. 758-0506.
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
bedroom suite $85,
27. Mobile Howes ter Sale E quanlityHousing
camper topper $35
chest of drawers, 11179,14x60, 2 BEDr
EtE bedroom new
lamps, table and chairs, ROOM mobile home.
duplex, new appliances,
Call between 6 k 9P.M.
TV., baby items, MISC
central heat and air,
750-4146.
Call 753-5202 or 753-9083
double carport. Call
COUNTRY hams. Can
753-7947 or 753-5111.
after 6 P.M. 799-1040.
GREEN velvet couch
, 34. Houses lot Rent
and 2 gold velvet chairs
Like new. Also, 2 bedin for re,nt In
room trailer for rent.
Buchanan area,'Deluded,
Call 7534200.
peaceful. Rent 1250. $150
deposit References
191CW brown velvet
Wood heat Call 901-247recliner, still has
6836.
plastic, never been
used Speed Queen
LARGE remodeled
wringer washer, $45,
house, 1004 Main. $335
excellent condition.
monthly. Yearly boas,
Console record player
deposit. Carpet. Central
with radio, excellent
H/A Stove. refrigeracondition. DO Call 738tor, freezer furnished.
4688
Would sell. 7716-1216

of two
will do babyeftting in

104018 11
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AP's Putzel going to Moscow

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Lucille Garland

Mrs. Connie Mae Wood
Mrs. Connie Mae Wood, 79, of
Rt 1, Farmington, died today at
5:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born July ii, 1907, she was the
daughter of the late Earl Adair
and Lennie Colley Adair.
Mrs. Wood is survived by her
husbandr Jim Wood Sr.; one
daughter, Mrs Sue Whittemore,
Paducah; one son, Jimmy Wood,
and one brother, Nelson Adair,
Farmington

Also surviving are • six grandchildren are Jim Wood III and
Mark Wood, Farmington, Mrs.
Paula Edwards, Collerville,
Tenn., Mrs. Pamela Kirchner,
Cookeville, Tenn., Miss Susan
Whittemore, Nashville, Tenn.. and
Billy Whittemore, Columbia, S.C. ;
and six great-grandchildren.
Byrn Funeral Home of Mayfield
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Graham (Spud) Bailey
Services for Graham (Spud)
Bailey will be Thursday at 10:30_7:
a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home Dr.
David C. Roos will officiate
Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 4 to 9 p.m. Wednesday.
Mr. Bailey, 76, of Bloomfield
Hills, Mich., died Sunday night at
Michigan Veterans Facility,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
He retired in 1971 as a supervisor with Burroughs in Michigan.
At that time the Baileys moved to
Murray and resided on South 16th
Street until last fall when they
moved back to Michigan.
Mr. Bailey was a member of a

United Presbyterian Church and
of Plymouth Rock Lodge No. 47
Free and Accepted Masons He
was a Navy veteran of World War
LL
Born Oct. 27, 1910, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Felix Bailey and Anna Ratteree
Bailey.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Hortense Adams Bailey, to whom
he was married on June 30, 1934;
one son, Bob Bailey and wife, Patti, and two grandchildren, Jason
and Jeremy, Bloomfield Hills;
awe sisters, Mrs. Herbert(Vera)
Farris, Macclenny, Fla., Mrs.
Alberta King, Honolulu, Hawaii,
and Mrs. John T. (Anna Mae
Lassiter, Murray..

Mrs. Robbie McGee
Mrs. Robbie McGee,84, Murray
Manor, died today at 8:40 a.m. at
West View Nursing Home.
Born Dec. 1, 1902, in Henry
County, Tenn., she was the.
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Felix Hall
Mrs. McGee is survived by one
son. Paul McGee and wife, Louise,

Rt. 6, Murray; two sisters, Mrs.
Verba Paschall and Mrs. Novie
Paschall, and one brother, Rudy
Hall, all of Murray; several nieces
and nephews.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Rev. Edgar Farris
The funeral for the Rex. Edgar
Farris will be Wednesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller—
Funeral Home of Murray. The
Rev. A. Nowell Bingham will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 6 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
Rev. Farris, 91, a retired
Methodist minister, of Coleman,

Fla., died Friday at 8 p.m. at
Veterans Administration Hospital,
Gainesville, Fla. His wife, Mrs.
Bonnie Lee Farris, preceded him
In death.
Survivors are three sons,
Howard. E. Farris, Tavernier,
Fla., Don W.Johnston, Morgan City, La., and James P. Johnston,
Dearborn, Mich.; one sister, Mrs.
Isla White, Murray; one brother,
Charles Farris,

Mrs. Lucille Garland, 79, of 1003
Fairlane Dr., Murray, died today
at 7:50 a.m. at her home. She was
the wife of Obert Garland who died
March 29, 1978
She was a member of Grace
Baptist (lurch.
Born Sept. 9, 19(17, she was the
daughter of the late Thomas
McDougal and Minnie Etta
Perkins McDougal.
Two surviving sisters are Mrs.
James (Mary)(ohoon, 512 South
ith St , Murray, and Mrs. Bueton

Walter,P
Walter P. Ocholik, 80, of 307
North 10th St., Murray, died today
at 8:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.

(Annie Lee) Lassiter, 1003

Fairlane, Murray.
Also surviving are several
nieces and nephews, Mrs. Harold
(Martha) Lassiter, Miss Sherry
Lassiter and Miss Beth Lassiter,
all of Murray, Miss Lisa Lassiter,
Tommy Lassiter, Drew Lassiter
and David Lassiter, all of
Garland, Texas
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements
()Chalk
Lola Duncan Ocholik, and several
nieces and nephews.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Testimony begins in surrogate
mother's Supreme Court trial
HACKENSACK, N.J.(AP) — A
couple paid a surrogate mother
$10,000 to bear their child because
the wife suffered from multiple
sclerosis and feared she could die
If she bore a child, her husband
said.
The testimony came Monday
during the opening day of a
Superior Court trial to determine
the validity of the contract and
custody of the 9-month-old girl. Attorneys say the outcome could affect the practice of surrogate
motherhood nationwide.
Mary Beth Whitehead, 29, of
Brick Township agreed to bear a
child for William and Elizabeth
Stern of Tenafly through artificial
Insemination with Stern's sperm.
The procedure was arranged
through the Infertility Center of
New York.
But when her baby was born
March 27, Mrs. Whitehead refused
the $10,000 fee and fled with the infant to Florida, where authorities
later found her and returned the
child to the temporary custody of
the Sterns. It was disclosed for the first
time Monday that the Sterns hired
a surrogate mother because Mrs.
Stern has multiple sclerosis, a
disease of the nervous system that

Is characterized by speech defects
and loss of muscular coordination.
Stern, a 40-year-old biochemist
who was the first witness, testified
that the couple looked into surrogate motherhood after they
learned in 1979 that his wife had
the ailment.
Mrs. Stern, 41, a pediatrician,
feared that because of the disease,
she could become paralyzed or die
if she tried to bear a child, her husband said.
During about two hours of questioning by Skoloff, Stern traced the
process by which he sought a surrogate mother and said it included
mailing applications.
After discussions over the
telephone, the Sterns met Mrs.
Whitehead and her husband,
Richard, in a New Brunswick
restaurant and agreed to hire her,
Stern said.
He said he and his wit§ were impressed with Mrs. Whitehead, who
said in her application filed with
the infertility center that she
wanted to become a surrogate
mother to help a childless couple,
that she wished to have no more
children of her own and that she
would use the money to help pay
for her children's college
educations.

NEW YORK ( AP) — Michael
Putsel, chief White House correspondent for The Associatet_
Press, was named chief of the
news cooperative's Moscow
bureau Monday by AP President
Louts D. Boccardi.
Putsel, 44, has covered the
White House since 1979, including
both summit meetings between
President Reagan and Soviet
leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev. He
teas cited by the Associated Press
Managing Editors association
(APME) for his coverage of the
March 30, 1981, assasination attempt against Reagan and last
year won a Merriman Smith

Memorial Award for excellence in
presidential reporting
"We have a unique opportunity
place a journalist who has done
an outstanding job of covering the
White House in charge of our
coverage of the other world superpower," Boccardi said. "Putzel's
grasp of the issues and East-West
relations makes him an ideal
leader for our Moscow staff."
Putzel is a native of Washington
and a 1967 graduate of the University of North Carolina He joined
the AP in Raleigh in 1967 and
covered state government and
politics before being transferred
to the Foreign Desk in New York
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THE SALE OF THE YEAR IS HERE!

CORN-AUSTIN'S
FAMOUS STOREWIDE
CLEARANCE SALE
Starts Wed., January 7th at 9:00 A.M.!
SAVE UP TO

0

& MORE

On The Bast Selection Of The Best Mens & Ladies Fall
& Winter Fashions In The Entire Area!

DON'T MISS OUT!
Open FridayC
M I 8:00

oR
N 1111

N
AUSTI

On The
Square

